Washington University

One Hundred Twenty-Third Commencement
May Eighteenth
Nineteen Hundred Eighty-Four
Eight-Thirty Friday Morning
A Brief History of Washington University

Founded in 1853, the University was located in downtown St. Louis for its first fifty years. Ground for a new site on the edge of the city was purchased in 1894 and in 1900 construction was begun on the first five buildings of a plan based upon the medieval courtyards of Oxford and Cambridge Colleges.

These first ivy covered Gothic buildings with their red granite walls, arches and gargoyles formed the quadrangle. Upon completion, these original buildings were leased to the 1904 World's Fair. The lease money made it possible to begin construction of additional buildings and all were used for the Fair before the University moved in. The athletic stadium, Francis Field, was built to accommodate the 1904 Olympic games, presented in conjunction with the Fair.

Over the years, the original 'Academic Gothic' architecture has been succeeded by a variety of eclectic styles, but certain key principles of the original plan were retained. Plazas and courtyards still reflect the original theme.

A Note on the Commencement Ceremony

Washington University and other American universities, public and private, follow the pattern of degree granting developed at the University of Paris, which was founded about 1100.

In the early days of the University of Paris the discipline of the students, and indeed their entire education fell under the jurisdiction of the Bishop of Paris who was responsible for local educational matters. In an attempt to perform his office, the Bishop claimed supervision of curriculum and degree-granting. Here he ran into trouble from the teachers who felt they were the proper judges of the qualifications of their students. They demanded the right to grant the degree.

The modern commencement ceremony represents a compromise between the Bishop and the teaching masters. By 1200 the masters were judging the merits of the student and then recommending him to the Bishop who conferred the degree. The ceremony you will witness this morning is the successor to this medieval compromise. The Faculty sits on the platform in its role as teacher and examiner. Its leaders, the Deans, present the qualified candidates to the Chancellor, acting as executive officer of the Board. Today the Chancellor and the Board act, as did the medieval Bishop when, acting together, they grant accreditation upon the student’s completion of the Faculty’s requirements.
A Note on Academic Dress

The academic dress worn by Faculty and candidates indicates the degree held, the subject in which it is held, and the institution granting it. Gowns are of three kinds: the Bachelor’s with full, pointed sleeves, hanging open; the Master’s with flowing sleeves which hang below the opening at the wrist; the Doctor’s with very full sleeves gathered at the wrist. The gowns are black, although occasionally trimmed with colored velvet; the hoods, on the other hand, are of many colors. The color of the lining of the hood indicates the institution granting the degree: e.g., the hood of Washington University is lined with red and green. The color of the tassel on the cap and of the velvet edging of the hood, carried forward around the throat, indicates the division of the university:

- White—Arts, Letters, Humanities
- Orange—Engineering
- Lilac—Dentistry
- Silver Beige—Business
- Dark Blue—Philosophy
- Brown—Fine Arts, Architecture, Interior Design
- Golden Yellow—Science
- Purple—Law
- Green—Medicine
- Pink—Music
- Citron—Social Work
- Light Blue—Education

Gold tassels and black tassels, when worn, indicate degree rather than faculty or major department. Thus gold indicates the Ph.D. degree and black indicates the Master’s degree.

Academic dress markedly different from the above description indicates a degree from a foreign university.

Banners

In addition to the coloring present in the academic dress, the division is also represented on the University’s Commencement banners. These banners are carried by a student marshal at the head of the procession for their division. They were designed by John R. Howze, Senior Graphic Designer at Washington University. You will note that the side sections of the banners are red and green, the University’s colors, and that the center section, which bears the seal of the University, is the color of the academic division.
Order of Exercises

Academic Procession

THE MIGHTY MISSISSIPPI CONCERT BAND
Directed By
Dan Presgrave
Director of Bands at
Washington University

The National Anthem

CHRISTINE ANN ARMISTEAD
Graduate School of Arts and Sciences

Remarks

W.L. HADLEY GRIFFIN
Chairman of the Board of Trustees

Commencement Address

BOB HOPE

Conferral of Honorary Degrees

WILLIAM H. DANFORTH
Chancellor of the University
Assisted by members of the Board of Trustees
and Alumni Board of Governors

Musical Interlude

Student Address

MICHAEL ERIC SEIFF
College of Arts and Sciences, Class of 1984

Conferral of Academic Degrees

CHANCELLOR DANFORTH

The Chancellor's message to the 1984 graduates

Alma Mater

CHRISTINE ANN ARMISTEAD

Recession

The audience will please remain seated while the academic procession enters the Quadrangle. At the conclusion of the ceremony, the audience will remain seated until the recession has left the Quadrangle.
Order of Procession and Presentation

GRAND MARSHAL .......................... Richard Warren Coles
HONORARY GRAND MARSHAL ............... Liselotte Dieckmann

FACULTY DIVISIONS

I Chancellor, Chairman of the Board of Trustees, Chairman of the Senate
   Council, Speakers, Honorary Degree Recipients, Members of the
   University Administration
   ASSOCIATE GRAND MARSHAL .................. Joe Freeman Evans
   Members of the Board of Trustees
   MARSHAL .......................... Harriet K. Switzer

II Fiftieth Reunion Class
   MARSHALS ............. Julie Ann Kohn, Rex L. Becker, Melvin S. Strassner

III Dean and Members of the Faculty
   MARSHAL .......................... Ralph E. Morrow

STUDENT MARSHALS

Divisional banners are being carried by the student marshals of each division
who wear red and green tassels. Red and green denote the colors of Wash­
ington University. The seal on the banners is the official seal of the University
and the color denotes the degree. (The academic color for each degree is
identified below in italics.)

I Bachelor of Arts
   Bachelor of Music
   MARSHALS ...... Tammy Louise Bennington, Thomas A. McGarey,
                  Albert Beasley Ross, Jr.
                  White

II Master of Arts
   Master of Arts in Education
   Master of Fine Arts in Writing
   Master of Liberal Arts
   Master of Arts in Teaching
   Master of Music
   Master of Science in Speech and Hearing
   Advanced Graduate Certificate in Education
   MARSHALS ...... Wenwei Du, Joni Louise Kinsey, Craig E. Leff
                  White

III Doctor of Education
   Doctor of Philosophy
   MARSHALS ...... Donna Lynn Blackwell, James Bernard Dunbar, Jr.,
                  Stephen Roy Sutton
                  Dark Blue

IV Certificates (University College)
   Red and Green
   Bachelor of Science
   MARSHALS ...... Audrey R. Femmer, Raymond Martin Meyer
   Master of Data Processing
   Master of Health Science
   MARSHAL ...... Richard David FitzGibbon
                  Golden Yellow

4
V Certificates (Engineering)

Red and Green
Bachelor of Science in Industrial Production and Management
Bachelor of Technology (Engineering)
MARSHAL . . . . Thomas P O’Neill
Bachelor of Science (Engineering)
MARSHAL . . . . Stephen John Smart
Master of Science
MARSHAL . . . . Walter Richard Bosch
Doctor of Science
MARSHAL . . . . Roger Thomas Green

Orange

VI Bachelor of Technology (Architecture)
MARSHAL . . . . Donald Luther Ruble
Master of Architecture
Master of Architecture and Urban Design
MARSHALS . . . . Laura Susan Abbott, Matthew Wade Freeby, Anil Kumar Kukreja

Brown

VII Bachelor of Science in Business Administration
MARSHALS . . . . Eric Richard Fencl, Edward Ben Solomon
Master of Business Administration
MARSHAL . . . . David John Lochner

Silver-Beige

VIII Bachelor of Fine Arts
MARSHALS . . . . Eric Alan Freeman, Alison Kay Moritsugu
Master of Fine Arts
MARSHAL . . . . Charles D Harmon

Brown

IX Master of Social Work
MARSHALS . . . . Patrick James Fleming, Janan Esmail Hartford, Evelyn Ann Irving

Citron

X Doctor of Law
Master of Laws
MARSHALS . . . . John William Dillane, Helen Pauline Gab, Paul Lee Yanowitch

Purple

XI Doctor of Dental Medicine
MARSHALS . . . . David Anthony Gonzales, Randolph Preston Mills, Elizabeth Binkia Spataro

Lilac

XII Bachelor of Science in Occupational Therapy
MARSHAL . . . . Pamela Ann Barshack
Master of Health Administration
Master of Science in Occupational Therapy
MARSHAL . . . . Richard LaClaire Clark
Doctor of Medicine
MARSHAL . . . . Joseph Francis, Jr.

Green

The asterisk beside a student’s name indicates combined degree recipient.

The recession will follow the same order as the procession.
Emeritus Appointments

Each year some members of the Washington University faculty reach the rank of emeritus. Their ability and service, in the classroom and out, has enriched the University and the lives of their students and colleagues. In appreciation for what they have done, we record here the names of those who attain emeritus rank by the end of the academic year 1983-84.

DAN ISADORE BOLEF
Professor of Physics
At Washington University since 1963

VIRGINIA GRAY FEL’DOTTO
Professor of Art
At Washington University since 1948

JOAN MARIE GARRISON
Associate Professor in the Physical Education Program Committee
At Washington University since 1964

RICHARD MARQUARD HAZELTON
Professor of English
At Washington University since 1958

FRANCIS EDMUND HUNTER, JR.
Professor of Pharmacology
At Washington University since 1942

FLORENCE EMMA MOOG
Charles Rebstock Professor of Biology
At Washington University since 1945

HENRY GERARD SCHWARTZ
August A. Busch, Jr. Professor of Neurological Surgery
At Washington University since 1937

JEROME GUSTAV SPIELBERGER
Professor of Oral Diagnosis and Radiology
At Washington University since 1971

NELSON IKON WU
Edward Mallinckrodt Distinguished University Professor
of History of Art and Chinese Culture
At Washington University since 1965

BETTY PEI-SHAN YUE
Associate Professor of Chinese
At Washington University since 1961
HONORARY DEGREES

DOCTOR OF HUMANE LETTERS

JOHN ARTHUR RASSIAS

Professor John Arthur Rassias has appeared on “60 Minutes,” “P.M. Magazine” and “Good Morning America.” He has been interviewed by Johnny Carson, Charles Kurault and David Brinkley. He joined the faculty of Dartmouth College in 1965 as the William R. Kenan Professor in the Humanities and has been chairman of language instruction and director of the study abroad programs at Dartmouth since 1968. When he developed a series of language training programs for the Peace Corps and Dartmouth, a new era was born. His Dartmouth Intensive Language Model has been adopted by institutions across the country, including Washington University, largely through a grant from the EXXON Education Foundation. An $82,520 grant from the Sloan Foundation enabled him to develop a video language laboratory and prototype series of videotapes for instruction in language and literature. He received the Palmes Académiques in 1978 from the French government; during the same year, he was appointed to the (U.S.) President’s Commission on Foreign Language and International Studies and named chairman of the Commission’s Task Force on Foreign Languages. He is publisher and executive editor of The Ram’s Horn, a quarterly published by Dartmouth and The Rassias Foundation. He recently completed 12 videotapes on French language and culture for Twentieth Century Fox-CBS and currently is under contract to Harper & Row, New York, to write texts in German, Spanish, and English as a Second Language. Mr. Rassias earned his Doctorat d’Université from L’Université de Dijon in 1952 and a Certificate from the Institut de Phonétique in Paris in 1960.

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

DAISY LEE BATES

Civil rights advocate Daisy Lee Bates was a leading force in the 1957 struggle to integrate Central High School in Little Rock, Ark. The school was the site of the first confrontation between federal and state governments after the Supreme Court’s 1954 school desegregation decision. Mrs. Bates chronicled the historic event in The Long Shadow of Little Rock, a book published in 1962 with a foreword by Eleanor Roosevelt. In the book, Mrs. Bates tells what it was like to live through those terrible months -- the bombings, the shootings and the fear. As co-publisher of the Arkansas State Press with her husband, the late L.C. Bates, she saw their newspaper bankrupted by the withholding of white advertising, and her home demolished. She also was president of the state conference of the NAACP during that time. In the ensuing years, she worked for the Democratic National Committee and the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) Training Program, helping underprivileged people in Arkansas. She spearheaded the formation of the Mitchellville OEO Self-Help project to aid displaced farm workers in a small community 81 miles southeast of Little Rock. The federally-funded project has been so successful, it has been imitated nationally. Her most recent victory has been resurrecting the Arkansas State Press. Starting where she left off, she published issue number 26 on April 11, 1984.
DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

BOB HOPE

Bob Hope, the master entertainer who has become a legend in his lifetime, is a native of England, a national monument in the United States and a citizen of the world. Critics and fans have hailed him as “Mr. Entertainment,” “Mr. Humanitarian” and the “King of Comedy.” He has received over 1,000 awards and citations for his humanitarian and professional efforts and 48 honorary doctorate degrees, including one from St. Louis University in 1979. His most recent degree was awarded this month by The Citadel in Charleston, S.C. In March, Hope spent three days as a professor of comedy at Southern Methodist University in Dallas. At SMU’s Bob Hope Theater, he conducted seminars on live and film comedy, and the changes in comedy in the past 50 years. He is scheduled to return to SMU in the fall for another workshop. Born Leslie Townes Hope on May 29, 1903, in Eltham, England, Hope emigrated with his family four years later to Cleveland, Ohio. Since entering show business, he has performed in hundreds of top-rated television specials and starred in over 50 motion pictures. He has been featured on more than 1,000 radio shows and performed in vaudeville and Broadway theater. He also has written eight books. Since 1941, Hope has entertained servicemen at bases and hospitals worldwide. His annual USO Christmas shows are an American tradition. President John F. Kennedy presented him a Congressional Gold Medal, calling him “America’s most prized ambassador of goodwill throughout the world.”

DOCTOR OF HUMANITIES

LEON RICHTER STRAUSS

Leon Richter Strauss’ name is synonymous in St. Louis with renovation. A native son, he attended the University City public schools and graduated from Washington University in 1949 with a bachelor of science degree in architectural engineering. Immediately after graduation, he was employed by the State of Israel in the Town Planning Department in Jerusalem to design villages for new immigrants. The following year, he returned to St. Louis and joined Millstone Construction, Inc; he was named vice president in 1959. In 1972, he left Millstone to found the Pantheon Corporation. Mr. Strauss has led Pantheon through a wide variety of development projects in the City of St. Louis, most notably: DeBaliviere Place, Lafayette Towne and Columbus Square. These projects all represent a rebirth of seriously deteriorated and abandoned sections of the city. A joint project with his wife, Mary—the renovation of the “Fabulous Fox Theatre” in midtown St. Louis—has brought the most fame to the Strauss name. The theatre has become an entertainment mecca for the metropolitan area, drawing over one million people into its palatial midst during its first year of operation (1982-83). In return for all of his efforts, Strauss has received a host of accolades: 10 awards, in fact, in the past four years, including the St. Louis Award in 1980, the American Jewish Committee’s Human Relations Award in 1981, and the Washington University School of Engineering and Applied Science Alumni Achievement Award in 1983.
DOCTOR OF LAWS

JOHN WELLER HANLEY

John Weller Hanley is the recently retired chairman of the board and chief executive officer of Monsanto Company, a giant, multi-national chemical company. Monsanto hired him in 1972 for his professional management skills and, during his 12-year tenure, he more than doubled the company's earnings and led its diversification into biotechnology. Hanley is a strong proponent of corporate/social responsibility. Under his leadership, Monsanto awarded a $25-million contract to Washington University in 1982 for cooperative biomedical research. It was a pioneering agreement in U.S. corporate/university relations. As the first non-native St. Louisan to join Civic Progress, Inc., the organization of top area executives, he often played a strong devil's advocate role. He was especially interested in fostering cooperation between the City of St. Louis and St. Louis County. A trustee of Washington University from 1974 to 1984, Hanley's other former affiliations include: chairman of the National Advisory Board of the Salvation Army and chairman of the Board of Governors of the United Way of America. Hanley holds a bachelor of science degree in metallurgical engineering from Pennsylvania State University and received his master of business administration in 1947 from Harvard Business School. He joined the Procter & Gamble Company in 1947 as a field sales manager and, by 1970, was executive vice president. He joined Monsanto Company in 1972 as president and chief executive officer. Since his retirement, he and his wife, Mary Jane, have been active establishing the Hanley-Hazelden Center for the treatment of chemical dependency in West Palm Beach, Florida.

DOCTOR OF LETTERS

CARLOS FUENTES

Carlos Fuentes returned this spring to Washington University as visiting professor of literature and history after serving in April 1983 as Lewin Lecturer in the Humanities. The Mexican author, critic and diplomat recently accepted an appointment at Harvard University as a visiting professor to begin in the fall. Since 1977, he has spent one semester each year in residence at a university in the United States. The son of a career diplomat, Fuentes grew up in several Western capitals. He earned a law degree at the National University of Mexico in Mexico City and completed postgraduate work in Geneva, Switzerland, at the Institut des Hautes Etudes Internationales. He served in several Mexican diplomatic posts during the 1950s, the last, as director of International Cultural Relations for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Mexico City from 1956 to 1959. An independent leftist, Fuentes has been critical of both the Soviet Union's invasion of Czechoslovakia and U.S. military involvement in Vietnam. His defense of Fidel Castro's Cuba led to his being denied a visa to enter the United States on a number of occasions in the 1960s. The incident caused a storm of protest from many Americans. By the time Mr. Fuentes was named Mexican Ambassador to France (1974 to 1977), he was well established as a writer. His second novel, The Death of Artemio Cruz, published in 1964, established his international reputation as an author. He recently completed his 11th novel, Christopher Unborn —his first comic novel. He also has written plays and movie scripts, and collaborated with Spanish film director Luis Bunuel.
DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

WESLEY ALLISON CLARK

Wesley Allison Clark is a New York-based consultant with Sutherland, Sproull and Associates, a computer design and technology consulting firm. His current project is the computer transcription of Chinese characters. He has been on the leading edge of computer technology since the early 1950s, when he joined the Whirlwind Computer Project of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. By 1959, he had turned his attention to small computers, designing the L-1, which has been called the first minicomputer. In the early 1960s, he designed the Laboratory Instrument Computer (LINC), which changed the course of biomedical computing and is said to be the first personal computer. His objective was to make a computer that would be a laboratory instrument for a single scientific investigator. "One scientist, one machine," was one of his pet expressions. LINC was a forerunner of today's microprocessors and personal computers. He recently was honored at the Digital Equipment Corporation Museum for the design of the LINC, which was identified there as "the first interactive personal computer." From 1964 to 1972, Clark was a research professor of computer science at Washington University, joining a number of colleagues from MIT in establishing what later became the University's Computer Systems Laboratory. In 1981, he received the Eckert-Mauchly Award for Computer Architecture from the Association for Computing Machinery - Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (ACM-IEEE) and is a charter recipient of the IEEE Computer Pioneer Award. He earned a bachelor of arts degree in physics in 1947 from the University of California at Berkeley.

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE

ELI ROBINS

Eli Robins, M.D., Wallace Renard Professor of Psychiatry in the Washington University School of Medicine since 1966, has helped raise the field of psychiatry to a scientific level, both in clinical practice and research. He has helped illuminate such diseases as hysteria and depression and also is noted for his basic biochemical research in chemistry of the brain. In 1981, he authored a book titled The Final Months: A Study of the Lives of 134 Persons Who Committed Suicide, published by Oxford University Press. His recent honors include: the St. Louis Medical Society's Award of Merit in 1978; the American Psychiatric Association's Foundations' Fund Prize for Research in Psychiatry in 1982; and the National Alliance for the Mentally Ill's Distinguished Service Award in 1983. Dr. Robins earned a bachelor of arts degree in 1940 from Rice University in Houston, and a doctor of medicine in 1943 from Harvard Medical School. He joined the Washington University School of Medicine faculty in 1951, was elevated to professor of psychiatry in 1958 and served as head of the Department of Psychiatry from 1963 to 1975. He has been a psychiatrist with Barnes, Jewish and Children's hospitals since 1975, an attending psychiatrist with St. Louis City Hospital since 1951 and a visiting psychiatrist with St. Louis State Hospital since 1958.
THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
LINDA BRADLEY SALAMON, Ph.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 18, 1984

summa cum laude

*Bard Bloom
Frederick Leonard Brown
Paul H Burchard
John Michael Creedon
Steven Wayne Cushman
Steven J Duclos
Jamie Lynn Feldman
Michelle Robin Garfinkel
Martha Blanche Helfer

Kenneth James Matheny
Robert Alan Paolino
John Lawrence Petr
Albert Beasley Ross, Jr.
Henri Louis Rozier
Daniel Allen Schult
Jason Shen
Andrew Anthony Zupan

magna cum laude

Kristie E Berger
Alice Laura Campbell
Joni Mae Clouse
Cordelia Ann Farrelly
Ralph Henry Hartke, Jr.
Martha Foute Johnson
Royanne Tsuki Kashiwahara
Todd Evan Kessler
Colin Keith Lineberry
Scott Bernhard Loebl
Bess Hya Marcus

Sarah Beth Miller
Chihiro Morishima
Bruce C Prescott
*Todd Michael Przybycien
Vanessa Cathreen Selby
Andrew Howard Sonin
Daniel Russell Strongin
Downing Allison Thomas
*Jerold Ross Turner
Lisa Hindy Weinberg

cum laude

Jennifer Dale Blaxter
William John Brian, Jr.
Phillip Lawrence Brick
Thomas R Cheek
Robert Michael Dolezal
Christian Philippe Dufay
Robert Keith Dyer
Suzanne Eileen Garry
Clark J Grant
Matthew William Kaplan
Philip Joseph Karmin
Jane Marjorie Karol
Staci Debra Kramer
David Conrad Kuhlman
Jennifer Rae Lawler
Elizabeth Levine

Jorge Alberto López
Thomas Martin Parrish
Du Wanna Faye Pendleton
Julie Beth Popp
Karen Marie Robinson
Lizette Robinson
Joshua N Rose
Deborah Toby Rosen
Edward Michael Scheckowitz
David Bruce Smith
Edward Flint Smith
Nicholas E Somers
James B Stenkamp
Ellen Jean Sullivan
Deborah Lee Wasserman
Robert Brand Wigginton
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BACHELOR OF ARTS

May 18, 1984

Susan Marci Abel
Peter Evan Abraham
†Gabriela H Adelt
Francine Sue Adler
Deborah Lynne Albert
Margaret Albert
Michelle Alfano
John Jahanshah Amanat
Eve Anderson
Karen Jean Anderson
†Milton Webster Anderson
Michael Angelos Angelides
†Jeffrey Randall Applebaum
Gail L Ascher
Stanley Henry Asensio II
Zeynep Ceylan Azizoglu
Yolanda Diana Baber
†James Michael Banovetz
Dianne Marie Baratta
Karen W Barnett
Joanne Lynn Barrington
Joseph Albert Bassy
Robyn L Beck
Elizabeth Jane Belew
John Christopher Bell
Robert John Benbenek
James Yhy Bender
Alicia Darlene Bennett
Paul Vivian Bennett
†*Tammy Louise Bennington
John David Berendzen
†Esther Dee Berkowitz
†Deborah Lynn Berman
†Mollie Ann Bernstein
Richard Alan Bessen
Jack Phillip Biegański
†Eileen Ruth Bienstock
†Eden Leigh Biesel
Barbara Ellen Birkicht
David Paul Blake
Kelvin A Bond
Karen Bouskela
Hamilton Victor Bowser
Douglas Craig Braaten
Barrie Bridgewater
Lillian Sophie Broderick
Steve Dauren Brooks
Mitchell Scott Brookstone
Mary Elizabeth Buettner
John David Butterworth
Jane E Buxenbaum
†Sheri Lynn Cabasso
Alexander David Carломagno
Jonathan I Cash
Marcel Michel Cassard
†Arthur Jay Castelbaum
Soo K Chan
†Julie Renee Chasen
Robert Franklin Cheek
Linda Minta Chen
Silas Hsueh Wang Chiow
Raymond L Chu
Clara Jane Coddington
†Lisa Robin Cohen
Janice Lynn Cole
Elisa Mara Cooper
Andrew I Cott
†Elizabeth Cotton
Wayne Howard Cotton
†Bertram Eldred Cox
Virginia Grace Cox
Jonathan M Cutler
Karen Lynne Daniels
Meryl Jo Daskal
Rakhal D Dave
†Ross Edmund Davies
†Jennifer Elizabeth Day
Duff Allen Dean
†Kevin Michael Dempsey
Pamela W Dharamsey
†Louis Robert DiNolfi
*Michael Ethan Dorf
Renaldo Cortez Drisdel
†Scott Brian Dubit
Gary DuMontier
Roger Martin Dunetz
Jane Elizabeth Dunford
Victoria Dzundzev
Mary Elizabeth Williams
Charlotte Jane Williams-Ashman
Sarah Whitney Williamson
†John Richard Wilson
Ann Leslie Wimsatt
William Joseph Winkelmann
Mark Patrick Witte
Timothy Joseph Worstell

Mary Loddeke Yepez
Elesia Veda Yoon
Jacqueline Lynn Young
Lester Y Yuen
Suzanna K Zeitler
Wendy Jo Zeppelin
†Paula Lynn Zoller
†Scott Ives Zucker

December 22, 1983

summa cum laude

Andrew John Lambrecht

James Boykin Rives

magna cum laude

Rex Thames Burdett
Kimberly Marie Grogan

Stephen J Pieper

cum laude

Theodore G Bernard
Rebecca Lee Casey Haidt

Howard Aaron Lazarus
Jenifer Peri Leaf

December 22, 1983

Bryan K Abell
Frank Andrew Abenante
Kerri Lynn Avner
Katharine R Barbehenn
†Joel O Bautista
Jennifer Anne Becker-Brydges
Lisa Marie Bell
Sanjay M Bhambhani
Marshall Ivan Bowden
Ronald Keith Bowman
Donna Francesca Cavallini
Matthew Brendan Conway
†Linda LaRocque Eyerman
Richard Scott Fefferman
†Timothy Eyton Fichter
Brian MacGregor Fletcher
†Robert John Gajarski, Jr.
Susan Marie Germain
Lori Beth Glasgall
†Susan Ellen Glazerman

†Geoffrey Matthew Kam
James Robert La Rosee
Thomas William Lambrecht
*Elizabeth L Loesch
Carrie Anne Lowney
Michael Bruce Lustgarten
David Allen McDougald
Jay A Meisel
Barbara Ann Mock
Alan Thomas Nervig
†Doris Fay Nussenbaum
Mark Stewart Puricelli
Annabelle Renick
Sydney Michelle Rubin
Amy Schactman
John Vincent Schlosser
Bradley Stephen Schwartz
Peter Adam Strauss
Karin Pauline Stromberg
Todd Andrew Stromsdorfer
Joanne M Tall
Roberto Luis Ubinas
Andris Jonas Vizbaras
†Diane Carol Weger
Dean Allen Westpfahl
Susan Jeanne Wirthlin
Satsuki Yamashita
August 19, 1983

summa cum laude

Scott Laurence Wiesen

magna cum laude

Hugh Adam Klein

cum laude

Harry Lewis Graber

August 19, 1983

Ann Marie Bradford
Talaat Abdullah Bukhari
Prasanta Chettri
Lori K Chinen
William Lee Collins
Judith Denny
Kathleen Ann Donnelly
Michelle Renea Dubman
Romona Lynn Fancher
Kenneth Mitchell Friedman
Catherine Lynn Gale
Wanda Diane Gardner
Rita Maria Gasperi
Robert David Geckeler
Yvette Reneé Goods
Michele Therese Grant
Mark Fernlund Hearne II
Ana Lourdes Hernández
Steven Clarke Herrmann
Philip Scott Hochberg
†Claudia Holzapfel
†Alan Harold Kandel
Joseph Reed Kass
Woyce Keys
Philip Tupper Kinder
Brett Lowell Korn
†Jared Ezra Laskin
*Craig E Leff
†Richard Jay Lichtenstein
Bruce Harold McRae
Shelley Jane Meredith
Monica Marayag Montano
Charles Albert Moseley
Paul Dean Mosley
William Lee Neal
Jimmy W Parham
Leif-Ivar Pedersen
Cynthia Ann Pestka
Philip Joseph Polish
Mark Steven Prosperi
Kim Denise Robertson
M Magdalene Robinson
Marilyn Jean Rock
*Morris Z Rosenberg
Mahmoud A Saadawi
Mariam Samaie
†Linda Sue Schanberg
M Lindsay Thompson
Robert George Villarreal
Jason Garth Womack
Steven Katsumi Yamamoto

BACHELOR OF MUSIC

May 18, 1984

summa cum laude

Jo Anne Rita Jensen

cum laude

Douglas Littleton Brandt

August 19, 1983

Todd Frederick Duckham

† Indicates College Honors
THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Candidates Presented by
EDWARD NATHAN WILSON, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF ARTS
May 18, 1984

In Anthropology
*Tammy Louise Bennington
Rebecca S Procter-Weiss

In Art and Archaeology
Joni Louise Kinsey
Laura Lewis Meyer
Lucinda Anne Wyeth

In Asian Studies
Junwen Cai

In Biology
*Jerrold Ross Turner

In Chemistry
Bruce A Berkowitz
Coleen Sue Ewy
Mary Karen Hays
Kathleen Ann Huelsing
Johnny Jay Kotyk
Dennis Alan Moore
Suzanne Elizabeth Saum

In Communication Sciences
Flint Arthur Boettcher

In Comparative Literature
Wenwei Du
*Michael James Howland
Xiaolian Liu
Janice Faye Siegel

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Michele Sharon Eddy

In Economics
Eric Peter Amel
Janice Claire Broda
Joseph Henry Golec
Hugh Blair Harcourt
Poolad K Kordestani

Stella Starr Lang
Craig Knox Ruff

In Education
Christine Ackerman

In English and American Literature
Charles Frederick Hussung
Richard Morehead Johnson
Rita Joan Malenczyk
*Christine Marie Orgren
Brian Richard Plant

In French
Frédérique Deschamps
Cora Johanna Reitsma-LaBrujeere

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Christiane Buchner
Andreas Graudus
Carla Janssen
Uwe Kreisel
Andrea M B Maushagen
Dugald Stuart Sturges
Istvan Laszlo Varkonyi

In History
Penelope Ann Perkins

In Japanese
Hiroko Sumikawa Vuong

In Literature and Drama
Kathleen Foy Cleary

In Literature and History
Jerry Louis Klein

In Mathematics
Angel Rodolfo Baigorri
*Bard Bloom
Juan José Manfredi
In Music
Jane Anne Liebenguth

In Philosophy
Linda Kay Ford

In Physics
Ning-Zhi Leila Du
Sai Kothandaram Iyer

In Anthropology
Norman Rogerio Castro
In Art and Archaeology
Amanda Margaret Summer
In Asian Studies
Carolyn Faye Chin
In Biological Sciences
Karen Lynne Freeman
In Chemistry
Stanley Huie Chin
In Chinese
John Brien Brennan
In Economics
Robert David Barr
Valerie Ann Cheh
In Education
Deborah Ann Besaw
Angela Rodriguez
In English and American Literature
James Albert Ezell

December 22, 1983

In Psychology
Abdelaziz Bouzrara
Mario Guzman Silva
In Spanish
Orlando González-Esteva

In Anthropology
Francis John Ingledew
Sarah N Russell
In History
Chih-Tai Huang
In Philosophy
Marc Alan Gruber
Howard Hamner Hill
Michael Alan Kagan
Joseph John Pais
In Psychology
John A Baro
David Anderson Hooker
Stephan Georg Helmuth Hoyndo
In Spanish
Eduardo Jaramillo
In Statistics
Mary Eileen McGuire
In Urban Affairs
Ann Bolton Morrow

August 19, 1983

In Anthropology
Aimee Sue Fishkind
In Biological Sciences
Jeannine Alexandra Gruenebaum
In Chinese
Heather Chi Ding
In Comparative Literature
M Ann Simmons
In Earth and Planetary Sciences
*Craig E Leff
In Education
Richard Edward Seng

In English and American Literature
Donald Edward Pszczola
Linda Carol Schactler
In Germanic Languages and Literatures
John Dolphin Bass
Christine E Brantner
Almut Gabriele Finck
Stephen Robert Ingle
Hartwig Pruessmann
In Japanese
David Allan Thompson
In Physics
Vincent Paul Bork
Brad Zoltick

In Psychology
Janice Ellen Englander
Teresa Mary Flynn
Dong Won Han
Edward J Jasinski
Michael John Kuttner
Steven Joseph Tenenbaum
Teresa Lynn White

In Sociology
Roland Binz
Kiyotaka Izumi
Marilyn Frances Maracle

In Spanish
Susana Teresa Lane

In Technology and Human Affairs
Miriam Abrams
Nathan Mark Pollins
Claire A Wooster

In Urban Affairs
Paula Marie Fassi
Sandra J Freeman

MASTER OF ARTS IN EDUCATION

May 18, 1984
Earnestine H Bryant
Florida Marie Cowley
Mary Ann Danner
*Suzanne Engman
*Sarah Ann Griesedieck
Tom L Hoskison
Pamela Anne Hughes
*Richard Mark Karelis
*Kathryn Goldstein Kastan
*Ann Marcy Kreindler

December 22, 1983
Roger William Depuy
Michelle Gorin
*Virginia Ann Ives
Thomas Frederick Keller
Eleanor Briggs Kenworthy

August 19, 1983
Renée Kwasny Allen
Elaine Lowell Breckenridge
Betsey Comfort
Vicki Hall Crabtree
Sandra R Faber
Janet Louise Gehlbach
Patricia Lynn Geldbach
Judith Hecker Hansen
Betty Ellen Lane
Janice Carole McVicar
Margaret Ann Murphy
Mary Margaret Ostrander
Joy May Pierce

*Carolyn Jean Parks
*Laurie Priscilla Reed
David W Schutt
Doris Erman Schwartz
Beth Anne Smith
*Barbara Lynn Snyder
Timothy Marion Tatro
Joyce A Timmons
Linda S Voegelin

Catherine B Naunheim
Isabel C Randle
Jane Myers Smith
Cynthia Lobel Thomas
Margaret C Vick

Doris Wallace Randolph
Pamela Ann Receniello
Thomas Paul Reck
Brian Douglass Reid
Terry Jo Robertson
Joan Connelly Sale
Margaret Sharon Siembieda
Joanne E Sullins
Andrea L Taylor
*Patricia S Taylor
Jacquelyn Adaille Williams
Pamela Ruth Williams
Joanne Therese Wolf
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MASTER OF FINE ARTS IN WRITING
May 18, 1984
Denise Pendleton
Leslie W Ralphe
December 22, 1983
Joanne Green Mackenzie

MASTER OF LIBERAL ARTS
May 18, 1984
Emily Mohler Long
August 19, 1983
James John Allman
Joyce Lynne Briscoe
William Edward Cornelius
Carolyn Christine Marshall

MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING
May 18, 1984
Thomas James Crouch
Karen Leigh Fairbank

MASTER OF MUSIC
May 18, 1984
Christine Ann Armistead
Betty Elaine Jackson
Cynthia Jeanne Harris
Mary Ellen Patnaude
December 22, 1983
Elizabeth Chayes Neiman
MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SPEECH AND HEARING
May 18, 1984
René Shelby Bouffard
Colleen Croghan Detjen
Monica Ann Faherty
Dru Ann Hawken
Erin Ruddy
Zila Wapinski
Susan Elaine White

ADVANCED GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN EDUCATION
August 19, 1983
Margaret H Campbell
Vera Hayes

DOCTOR OF EDUCATION
December 22, 1983
Annie Ruth Jackson Gavin

DOCTOR OF PHILOSOPHY
May 18, 1984

In Anthropology
Darwin David Horn

In Biological Sciences (Cellular
Developmental and Systemic Biology)
*David Ross Karp
*Michael Barry Kastan
*Steven Alan Weinman

In Biological Sciences (Integrative
and Cell Biology)
Marion Elizabeth Andrew
*Scott Jeffrey Mellis

In Biological Sciences (Molecular
Biology)
*Bruce Allen Barshop
Jenny Marie Buzan
*Thomas Charles King
*Paul Louis Rothenberg

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
*Richard Tak Kam Ling
*Jeffrey Joseph Neil

In Chemistry
Shou-I Chen
Panayiotis Kalaritis
Philip Frank Pagoria
Randy Herman Weiss

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Stephen Roy Sutton
Paul Joseph Sylvester

In Economics
Stephen Charles Sheppard
Mark Edward Stover
Augustine C J Yu

In Education
Rebecca Glenn
Ordia Limar Harrison
Gloria Lubowitz
Brenda Reuben Williams
Constance Clein Wittcoff
In French Languages and Literature
Barry Starling Lewis

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Sigrid Anita Burns
Gunther Weimann

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Muriel Slade Pascoe

In Music
Gregory Guy Danner

In Organizational Behavior
Kathryn Simpson Rogers

In Pharmacology
*William Edward Klunk

In Physics
Carl Monroe Edwards
Lawrence R. Mead
David John Sloop
Bico Ting

In Psychology
Christine Anne Hager Feely
Amy Suzanne Newman

In Social Work
Susan Whitelaw Downs
Carolyn Jo Grame
Anthony Elvin Okpara King
Elizabeth Ann Sirles

In Sociology
Charles Mark Dunning
December 22, 1983

In Anthropology
Thomas R Przybeck

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Robin Jean Andy
Andrew Bruce Lassar
Neil Frederick Rebbe

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Eric Rubin

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Vincent Everett Zenger

In Chemistry
Chien-Kuang Chen
Jeffrey Alan Levine
George Chou Mei

In Earth and Planetary Sciences
Neil Colrick Sturchio

In Education
Donna Lynn Blackwell
Carol Speekmann Klass

In English and American Literature
Phillip Douglas Atteberry

In Germanic Languages and Literatures
Kathleen Joanne LaBahn
Mark William Rectanus

In Hispanic Languages and Literatures
Edward Lehr Cornbleet

In Mathematics
Marco Rigoli

In Music
Fred A Blumenthal
Ellen TeSelle Boal

In Pharmacology
William Alfred Geary

In Philosophy
Patricia Ann Fleming
Kevin Patrick Makin

In Physics
Paul Koppel

In Political Science
Thomas De Vere Lancaster

In Psychology
Diane Lynn Pardo Brown
Rosanne Lee Edenhart- Pepe
T Andrew Finn
Gail Ann Furman
L Eric Hallman
N Rand Keller
Jeffrey L Levine
Sara Ann Rude
Jennifer Ann Stolz
Jeffrey Lewis Sugerman
Irvin Kelley Williams

In Social Work
Marsha Sue Lipets
August 19, 1983

In Biological Sciences (Cellular, Developmental and System Biology)
Douglas Alan Young

In Biological Sciences (Evolutionary Biology and Ecology)
Jeffrey Peter Schloss
Kenneth Jay Sytsma

In Biological Sciences (Molecular Biology)
Kendra Lynette Caldwell
Richard Rosenthal

In Biological Sciences (Neural Sciences)
Vincent James Argiro
Dennis David Michael O'leary

In Biological Sciences (Plant Biology)
Vicki Bowman Vance

In Business Administration
Marsha Bell Puro

In Chemistry
Darwin Leroy Bailey
James Bernard Dunbar, Jr.
Tomasz Maciej Semkow

In Communication Sciences
Jean-Pierre Gagné

In Comparative Literature
Lillian Dunmars Roland

In Economics
John Herron Biggs
Andrew John Chalk

Jean Ward Fletcher
Kevin John Maloney

In Education
Mary Leyhe Burke

In Germanic Languages and Literature
Dieter Wolfgang Adolphs

In History
Thomas Edmund Cogswell
Anne Conyne Kaplan

In Mathematics
Stephen William Semmes

In Music
Jeremy Lee Carper
Mary Bante Knight

In Physics
David Keith Hudson
Daniel Joseph Leopold

In Psychology
Donald Francis Allen
Zev Stewart Ashenberg
Patricia Rutledge Bruce
Forrest Ray Scogin, Jr.
Peter C Shabad

In Social Work
Kevin Kenward
John Gregory Orme

In Sociology
Linda K Sussman
Sandra Eileen Taylor
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT CHADWELL WILLIAMS, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES

May 18, 1984

George Edward Bennett
Kenneth Lowell Bonenberger
Connie Jean Colvis
Felicia Yvonne Cotton
Gustavo Alberto Covarrubia
Patricia M Donovan
Donald Stephen DuFaux
Zachary Thomas Fleck
Gary Lee Forayt
Paul Salvatore Geerling
Lynette Denise Gholston
Allison Hill
Timothy Kevin Hobart
Adell Roland Hollis
Samuel G Klein

Delores D Lane
Gerald Lewis
James Thomas McBroom
Karen Heather Matthews
Paul William Mueller
Deborah Lee Phelps
Charles Henry Pointer
Christine Ann Butts Prager
Mark J Raynes
Kathleen Marie Saunders
Fang Wha Tina Shih
Michael Edward Starks
Maria M Tei
Rowland Peter Toth
Nancy Jones Troxell
Marsha Lee Vancil

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE

May 18, 1984

Albert Lee Allmon
Timothy Edward Bannecker
Ma Inezita Delfin Bellosillo
Paula Ellen Marie Bennett
Robert Martin Berkman
Kenneth Lowell Bonenberger
Terence Lee Burch
Carol Elliott Chan
Harry William Daum
Kathleen Short Dieter
Mario Robertino Drullat
Linda Ann Dudley
Richard Dale Ebersohl
Donna Marie Elliott
Patricia McLaughlin Goldman
Sharon Ann Graham
Terry William Hantack
Deborah Ann Hartwig
Jeanne Lovell Heitman
Francine C Hsu-Rong
John Elmus Johnson, Jr.
Robert Crawley Johnson III
Sandra Claire Johnson
Laurence Langton Kane

Margaret Mary Kane
Linda S Kothe
Maureen Eloise Kubiak
Lorraine Claire Lander
Marilyn Lee Lange
Donald Anthony Lanser
Paul Rieser Lima
Daniel John Lorson
Sara Alice Daniel Mackey
Karen Ann Maune
Lincoln Mayer
Carole Anita McDuffie
Pamela Ann McNamee
Suzanne Annette Mears-Zangara
Raymond Martin Meyer
Pamela L Nelson Miller
Robert John Milliot
David Edward Morrison
Anthony Joseph O’Driscoll
Patricia R Otto
Nancy Lamar Perry
Dale A Pfeiffer
Laura W Porchey
Cathy Ann Pruitt
Kevin J Schmich
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Cheryl Marie Slaughter
Jerry Quitman Smith
Michael Edward Stewart
Deborah Daniel Stricklin
Denise Pearl Sykes

December 22, 1983

George Paul Acsay
Richard Francis Bantle
Shelly Beech
Robert Delmar Bell
Debra Lynn Bernett
*William W Bilkey, Jr.
Maureen WMS Blackwell
Rafael Gayoso Blancia
David Jerome Casey
Gil Ho Choi
Kim Lovanné Eastern
Keith Edwards
Patricia Ann Fay
Audrey R Femmer
Janet Marie Fialka
Dondieneita Fleary
Harold Charles Gross
Kenton Thomas Harper
Tommie R C Hoth
John A Houbion
Eric Lee Joshu

Sasibala S Vinjamoori
Phillip F von Feldt
Charles John Wade
Rose Cottrell Welsh
John Charles Wright

August 19, 1983

Rita M Bohrer
Linda E Collins
Timothy Kevin Combs
Linda Rose Halstead
Heidi Ann Israel
Katherine Evangeline Pasmezoglu Kelly

Joseph James Lammert, Jr.
Mark Howard Nalick
Mei Fun Shih
Hattie M Stunson
Rowland Peter Toth

MASTER OF DATA PROCESSING

May 18, 1984

Robert Dann Hardcastle, Jr.
Chandler William Henn
James Hayes Keene
*Carl Patrick McDonald
Imre Meszaros

Jerry Louis Novak
Benson Jay Portnoy
Stephen Craig Shady
Gordon Vincent Stuart
Rochelle Walker-Fleming

December 22, 1983

Ralph Ray Bender
A Lawrence Hirsch
David Stephan Metzloff
Karen Joyce Stone

Marilyn Kay Strothmann
Guy Emmett Vils
Gerrianne Theresa Vogt

August 19, 1983

Richard David FitzGibbon
Lorraine Jankowski

David Arthur Strothcamp
MASTER OF HEALTH SCIENCE/PHYSICAL THERAPY
May 18, 1984
Michael Thomas Cibulka               Nancy A Dudley Potter
December 22, 1983
Anthony Delitto                      Julaine Marie Florence

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE

(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean

CERTIFICATES
May 18, 1984
M Thomas Black
Binh Xuan Dang
Robert Wilmer Danson
Christopher Oswald Edghill
Frank Lawrence Elves
Steven Craig Heidenreich
Wayne Alexander Ivory
Raymond John Kaszuba
Stephen Martin Landfair
Thomas P O'Neil
Paul Quiel
Edward Rakowski, Jr.
John Robert Rushlow
Thomas Edward Van Horn

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN
INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTION AND MANAGEMENT
May 18, 1984
Harold Ray Cole, Jr.
Edwin Lee Dennis, Jr.
Helen Diana Gomillia
Ranley Ray Killian
William Arnold Sullivan
Charles Stewart Wood

December 22, 1983
Daniel Edward Ackermann
*William W Bilkey, Jr.
Donald L Fleary
Allan Dale Goss
David Mark Meyer
Ronald Wayne Myers

August 19, 1983
Willie Eugene Williams

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 18, 1984
Robert Glen Atkinson
M Thomas Black
Daniel Renick Davenport
Christopher Oswald Edghill
William D Gallagher
Brian Lee Jones
Keith Allen Jostes
Ronnie Dale Kimberlin
Norvell Gary Prudot
David Ralph St. Clair
Thomas Edward Van Horn
Steven Allen Vohsen
Michael Wiley
John Derwood Winter
December 22, 1983
Donald Eugene Hardebeck
Darryl James Hudson
Paul Andrew Leo
Mark Oliver Niebruegge
Thomas P O'Neil

August 19, 1983
John Glennon Coumerilh
Gregory Eschbacher
Ronald Raymond Faerber

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING
AND APPLIED SCIENCE
Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Dean
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 18, 1984
summa cum laude
Stephen John Brelje
Gary Alan Hida

magna cum laude
Jennifer Jo Donohue
Thomas Joseph Lenk

cum laude
Loretta Gail Koster
Michael Stuart Leff

May 18, 1984
Aziz Zabidi Abdul Kadir
Syed Othman Abu Bakar
Susan Ballauf Appleby
Philip David Beljanski
John Wesley Bennett
Richard Mark Camby
Delilah Cuizon Charanasi
Daniel Keith D'Souza
Robert L De Sonier, Jr.
Praful Deshmear
Bennat Jay Drazner
James Martin Dumler
Sara Jo Friedman
Kathryn Mary Gibson
Ronnette Joan Gomora
Samia Hameedi

Karen Ann Heim
Mark James Hersh
Sammi Diane Howell
Marcus Dean Huffman
Eunethia Denise Jeffers
Catherine Anne Johnson
Mohammad Hadi Khadembash
Robert Edward Kottmeier
Margaret Mary Kramer
Tamara Anne Kroeker
Michael Christopher Matthews
Katherine Anne Mauer
Leslie Ann Melendez
Linda Jean Nichols
John David O'Connor
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Charles R Okenfuss
Jeanne Denise Palm
Annarose Carolynn Puleo
Michael Scott Richards
Gary Schmelzer
Linda Christine Schroeder
Tina Louise Scott
Dan Emanuel Stamer

Harlan A Sunada
Wirtanto Tarmidi
Mark Alexander Telfer
David Alan Theodoro
Roger Lawrence Urbani
*Frieda Hsien-Fong Wang
*Richard Martin Ward
Chi-Wa Wanda Zee-Cheng

December 22, 1983
Mabruk Mansor Abugderah
Mark V Evers

Matthew Gerard Franz
Charlene Angela Pedrolie

August 19, 1983
Jim S Choi
Timothy B Chung
Yolanda Yvette Covington
Neil Michael Rabushka

Morris Z Rosenberg
Linda Curp Salem
Randal Simpson Stern

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
May 18, 1984
magna cum laude

Andre George Aoude

May 18, 1984
Quazi Amin Ahmed
Gene DeLane Anderson, Jr.
*Mark John Bodien
Stephen Joseph Bresina
Richard Paxton Burks
Patricia Ann Derwinski

John Eric Elliff
Brian Kenneth LeMon
Raymond Amechi C Okuagu
*Nickolas Kostantinos Rodes
Nadim Joseph Romanos

December 22, 1983
John Anthony Brocksmith
Bruce Alan Feldmann

Jesus Alberto Rodriguez

August 19, 1983
Mohammed Rashid Al-Ali

Jerry Dwight Hawkins

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE
May 18, 1984
magna cum laude

*Richard Gibson Bubenik

Steven Craig Swope

cum laude

'Brian Li-Shen Shing
May 18, 1984
Carolyn M Anderegg
*Mohammad Abdallah Ayoub
Nicholas Alan Bassman
*Monty Carl Brandenberg
Kelly Chi
Randall Tyler Choo
*Malcolm Hollis Davis
Michael John Fraser
*Cuong Hon Ha
*Douglas Arthur Hopkins
*Joan Marie Huser
*Donald Allen Jepsen, Jr.
*Kevin Michael Kelly
*Hugh Robert Kern
Roderick Rees Landers II

Gary B Leydon
*Scot Douglas William McCullough
Tom Patterson
*Charles William Phillips
*Kathleen Ann Prothero
*Ladimir Rodriguez
*Michael Francis Sauer
Christopher Allen Shumway
William James Sunderland
*Karl Eric Timm
*Andrew Christian McMillan Wall
*Rolland Michael Waters
Joy Weese
Hartanto Widjaja

December 22, 1983
magna cum laude

*Thomas Justin Sullivan

cum laude

*Peter Douglas Miller

December 22, 1983

*Ghaleb Salem Abi-Orm
*Catherine Ann Branyan
*Elizabeth L Loesch
*Perry E Simeroth

Gregory Brian Smith
Stephen Garnet Turney
Thomas Newland Vincent, Jr.

August 19, 1983

*Mary Deane Hoiles
Richard Goldberg Pioso

Joseph Michael Tehan

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1984
magna cum laude

*Richard Gibson Bubenik
*John David DeHart

cum laude

Brian Alexander Luke

*Brian Li-Shen Shing

May 18, 1984

Lawrence H Appelbaum
*Mohammad Abdallah Ayoub
Kevin David Bebb
*Monty Carl Brandenberg
Steven Richard Broadstone
James Edward Carey
James Dexter Collins
*Malcolm Hollis Davis
Anna Danese Dixon
Richard T Doyle
Joyce Irene Fowler
John Michael Gross

*Cuong Hon Ha
Marc Andrew Hambley
*Mark Miles Hart
Douglas Charles Hartman
Daryl R Hild
Stephen Nicholas Hoiles
*Douglas Arthur Hopkins
*Joan Marie Huser
*Donald Allen Hopkins
Victor George Jevevar, Jr.
Scott Douglas Johnson
December 22, 1983

magna cum laude

Anthony Alfred Apodaca

December 22, 1983

*Ghaleb Salem Abi-Orm

Fuad Abdulaziz Al-Azman

Faouzi N Baroud

Richard Lee Lister

August 19, 1983

Gerald Mark Gusdorf

*Mary Deane Hoiles

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN ENGINEERING AND PUBLIC POLICY

May 18, 1984

Jeffrey Scott Bard

Bengt A Dalemar

Marla Calisse Johns

December 22, 1983

Theresa Beckwith Heiker

Brian Robert Land

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1984

magna cum laude

Janet Marie Scannell

cum laude

Hashim Said Beano

May 18, 1984

*Ralph E Altmann

Jay Daniel Anderson

Gordon Brett Baynton

Roy Carl Beisswenger

Katarina Lynn Benjamin

Phillip Jacob Bergmann III

David J Bolton

James Dean Brink

*Tany Wasita Budidharma

James Robinson Cannon
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING

May 18, 1984
magna cum laude

Gary A Krohg

cum laude

Carol Elaine Rigler

May 18, 1984

Marybeth Catoline

Lee W Wilbur

August 19, 1983
cum laude

Barry A Marcus

Michael Andrew Loferski
Ann Theresa Piening McMahon
Edward Charles Mendler III

Rabih Nadim Hatoum
Timothy Joseph Powers
Edris C Watson

Gary A Krohg

Carold Elaine Rigler

Marybeth Catoline

Lee W Wilbur

Barry A Marcus
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
August 19, 1983
John Wesley Kitzmiller III

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (ENGINEERING)
May 18, 1984
magna cum laude
Joseph Michael Long

May 18, 1984
*Mark Miles Hart
*David Eric Helzner
Susan Randolph Hodge
*Raymond Christopher Kotulla
Donald Joseph Meyer, Jr.
Paul Frederick Nyberg

December 22, 1983
Alexander Damjanovich

*Charles Albert Hasemann, Jr.

THE HENRY EDWIN SEVER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY

Candidates Presented by
JAMES MORGAN McKELVEY, Ph.D., Director

MASTER OF SCIENCE
May 18, 1984

In Civil Engineering
Patrick Kevin Finefield

December 22, 1983

In Civil Engineering
*Corinna Loraine Cotsen

August 19, 1983

In Civil Engineering
Mark James Shipley
Lauren Strutman

MASTER OF CONSTRUCTION MANAGEMENT
May 18, 1984

Meftah Saleh Erwemi
Kouadio Konan

David Alan Niemoeller
Perlie Edward Voshell III
December 22, 1983
Adnan Abduljalil Abduljawad
Saleh Mohammed Ba-Isa

August 19, 1983
Kriangkrai Boonyayothin
Chia-Lu Lee
Gregory Charles Miller

Elia A Tkach
Rachid Elias Romanos Abihabib
Jordan Harvey Tobin

MASTER OF GEODETIC SCIENCE
August 19, 1983
Patricia Ann Hudson

MASTER OF STRUCTURAL DESIGN
May 18, 1984
David Ibrahim Henin

December 22, 1983
Raymond William McNealy III
Radion Segal

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
May 18, 1984
Thomas Whitner Backes
Amitava Bhattacharyya
Naresh Murli Hosangady
Shiow-Meei Lin

December 22, 1983
Kuang-Fu Han
Meng-Bor Hsu
Shui-Ta Lin

August 19, 1983
Shih-Ming Lai

Alan Wade Seder
Richard Macferran Shane
*Sfrieda Hsien-Fong Wang

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN CIVIL ENGINEERING
May 18, 1984
Norbert Luft

December 22, 1983
Qing-Lian Gao
Yong Suk Lee

August 19, 1983
Kayode Timothy Alowooja
Arthur Gary Beall

Long Thanh Phan
Alex Yuan Rong

Hisham Isam Elamad
Toni Labib Samaha

Michael Austin Walker
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MASTER OF SCIENCE IN COMPUTER SCIENCE

May 18, 1984

*John David DeHart
Laura Rhoda Kates
*Kevin Michael Kelly
Rosalie Jane Paisley

December 22, 1983

*Catherine Ann Branyan
*Peter Douglas Miller
Constance Palmer
Edward F B Shands

August 19, 1983

Walter Richard Bosch

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1984

Fazal Ali
Von Charles Deeke
Robert Emmett Farrell
James J Hendricks
Izy Leybovich

December 22, 1983

Karl John Arunski
Joseph Michael Caldwell
Ronald Dale Esman
Edward Martin Godshalk
Stacie Kay Kawano
Charles Edward King III

August 19, 1983

Robert Harry Lewis

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MECHANICAL ENGINEERING

May 18, 1984

*Tany Wasita Budidharma
Tai-Ing Chang
Yih-Wan Danny Chiu
Matthew Gerard Dreifke
Rabih Nadim Hatoum

Shiping Ma
Terrence Charles McMahon
Steven Michael Sullivan
George S Vergos
Seth Pomeroy Washburne
December 22, 1983
Hung-Chuen Cheng
Ildefonso González, Jr.
Kaj Bengt Rolf Hollmann
Richard Teten Leist
Mohamed Hussam Eldine
Abdel-Latif Olama
Rayasa Pramod
Timothy Keithley Ryan
Mohammad Zaman

August 19, 1983
Jerold Samuel Linn
Samir Salibi

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN SYSTEMS SCIENCE AND MATHEMATICS
May 18, 1984
Lateef Alabi Adelani
Luben Alfredo Allamby
Wijesuriya P M P Dayawansa
Xin Feng
Abdelkader Gacem
Stefan Mittnik
Anthony John Santangelo
Hong-Cai Wang
Xiang Wang
Xiaoping Yun

December 22, 1983
Rashidul Haq
James Foster Mason
James Vincent Pawlak
Oscar A Sarmiento
Baohua Zheng

August 19, 1983
Alain Louis Roquet

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN TECHNOLOGY AND HUMAN AFFAIRS
December 22, 1983
Thomas Edward Hoff
June Wiaz

August 19, 1983
John William Shockley

DOCTOR OF SCIENCE
May 18, 1984
In Chemical Engineering
Ming-Der Lu
In Civil Engineering
Dionysios Vasilopoulos
In Computer Science
Michael Joseph Zyda
In Electrical Engineering
Roger Thomas Green
THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Candidates Presented by

CONSTANTINE EVANGELOS MICHAELIDES
Diploma of Architecture, M. Arch., Dean

BACHELOR OF TECHNOLOGY
May 18, 1984
Daniel P Fleming
Donald Luther Ruble
Rudolf Joachim Schwarz

December 22, 1983
David Reed Pape

August 19, 1983
George David Gaylor, Jr.

MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE
May 18, 1984
Laura Susan Abbott
Behzad Baradaran Nakhjavan
Steven Edward Beebe
*Mark John Bodien
Timothy George Byrne
Dennis Wayne Collins
Matthew Wade Freeby
Laura Louise Gilliam
Gary William Hartmann

December 22, 1983
Thomas William Azumbrado
*Corinna Loraine Cotsen
Shawn Cleaon Etzkorn
David M Halpern
Kimberly Jean Kosinski
Ioannis L Kythreotis
Richard I Leaf

Ray-Yu Lee
Chi-Chun Liao
Alejandro Jesus López
Timothy Edward Montgomery
Terence Mark Paulin
Anne Covington Urbi
MASTER OF ARCHITECTURE AND URBAN DESIGN
May 18, 1984
Vikas Madhav Gore
Anil Kumar Kukreja
December 22, 1983
Ashur Atteya Abushhiwa
Mohamed Salem Husein
Hassan Ali Fawaz
Anil Ram Sutar
August 19, 1983
Russell Paul Parks
Sanjiv Paul Singh

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 18, 1984
Herbert Gregory Amrhein
Steven Bradley Baker
Regina Diane Battle
Steven Jon Berger
Fred E Blanton
John James Boyle
John Michael Bresnahan
Kretsk Budiaman
James Mella Calamito
Ivy K Chow
Jeffrey Michael Cohen
Steven Mark Cohen
Cathryn Suzanne Colucci
Barre Lee Conant
Julie Ann Crain
Nilam R Desai
Heidi Marie Dessloch
*Micheal Ethan Dorf
Jane Edwards
James M Ehlers
Elizabeth Anne Engleman
Ronald Gene Evens, Jr.
Eric Richard Fencel
Stephen Jeffrey Fisher
Zev David Fredman
Ronald Scott Glazer
Steven Neal Gofman
Eric Ian Goldberg
Diana Rubi Gonzalez
Haydee Bettina Graziani
Raymond William Gruender
Darlene Felisa Gubuan
Nancy Ellen Halpern
Julianne Honey
Tero Pekka Huopanemi
Joel Allan Isenstein
Robert Sloan Jack
Jill Carol Jacob
Kevin Deon Johnson
Cindy A Kassman
Mary Margaret Kern
Mark T Kessler
Jeffrey L Knoop
Erica Jill Lancberg
Jeffrey Paul Land
Jacqueline H C Lee
JoAnne B Lobsenz
Bindu Dhirajjalal Mali
Janet R March
Lisa Marlene Marcus
Ralph J Mathews
Dominic Gregory Mendonsa
Lisa Ann Miller
Franklin Joseph Moreno
Robert Harrison Nagle
Robert Alan Nathin
Dale Albert Nieder
Wendy Christine Osborn
Teri Lynn Peters
Darla Marie Petrone
Nina Louise Platt
Laura N Pollack
Thomas George Reese
Joanne Sue Reiter
Richard Sanders Ritholz
Paul Scott Rogers
Deborah Lynne Rose
Carol Rosenfeld
Jeffrey A Rosenkranz
Ronald Paul Schramm
Edward Ben Solomon
John David Sotorp
Jeffrey Stuart Stone

December 22, 1983
Catherine Mary Dondzila
Joseph E Flecke
Eric Michael Gorbach
Marjorie Ann Guller
Sandra Rowe Horn

August 19, 1983
Alice Elizabeth Anderegg

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

Candidates Presented by
ROBERT LEIGH VIRGIL, JR., D.B.A., Dean

MASTER OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
May 18, 1984

*Ralph E Altmann
Julie Spencer Anderson
Christian Andres Arensten
Jonghui Bae
Bonnie Alwilda Banks
*Gordon Brett Baynton
Robert Mark Behrens
Dede Catsavis
Suzanne A Choma
Steven Eric Coghan
Sylvia Annette Cohn
Michael S Collins
Daniel William Coon
Marcia Lee Cornelison
Rodney Lee Crain
David Martin Crinnion
Celia Lee Dale
Peter Maloy de Penaloza
Stephen A DeBacco
Denise A Decker
John Forrest Donnell
David U Drake
Fred C Dyer III
Craig Pattison Eddy

Nancy Elaine Falkenberg
Catherine Emily Fitzpatrick
*Daniel Dean Forbes
Howard Douglas Friedman
Hardy Charles Fuchs
Gary David Gelbart
Robert John Golden
Susan C Golier
David Jay Grand
Mark Joseph Guyol
Jerry Lee Halbrook
Richard Alan Hannasch
*James Alvin Hardin
Timothy Scott Hart
Heidi Lynn Hayslett
Joseph Henry Hempen
Michael Francis Henry
Kerwin Gregory Hickey
Durward James Hindle III
William J Hope
Craig Alan Hovda
Alan Sterling Howard
Robert Hertzler Huffman III
Geneva Becker Jacks
Audrey Robinson Jones
Bernard Leonard Jones
*Joseph Kevin Jones, Jr.
Kenneth Michael Joyce
*Robert Craig Katchen
Lawrence Emmanuel Kavounas
William A Keslar
Todd Lee Kesselman
Cheryl Ann Kuttner
John Philip Lane, Jr.
*Richard Farnsworth Lanier
Rick John Lauer
Lina Ines Laureano
Daniel J Leonard
Perry Thomas Leong
Glen Arthur Lewis
Lawrence M Ley
David John Lochner
Ivy Denise Locke
Barry Jay Loshin
Margaret Daniela Ludwiszewski
Charles Kevin McCarter
*Carl Patrick McDonald
*Paul Sherwin Mellinger
Lucy Antrim Mellow
Phyllis Jean Milburn
David A Mook III
Carol Marie Motley
Gregory A Nickle
Gregory David Noe
Stephen Arthur Olson
John W Peca
Mollie Garrett Pin
Jay S Pinsky
*Kathleen Ann Prothero
William John Puschel
Tracy Nicholas Putnam

December 22, 1983

Bruce Kahrs Bain
Lawrence Gerard Bommarito
James Philip Bradley
Richard S Butler
William Olin Cannon
Mark Ronald Franklin
Robert William Goeddel
Richard D Gould
Timothy J Hampton
James Leslie Haskins
William Todd Hyman

Matthew Kenneth Ligocki
Ziauddin Mahmood
William D Meehling
Marios Paticchis
John Andrew Reed
Paul Schoedel
Murray Randolf Smith
Susan K Spitzer
Ramona Carol Stelford
Leslie Joan Waltke

August 19, 1983

William J Caldwell
Keith Ray Chastain
John Philip Hecker
Spence Burton Hilton
James Michael Kuenz
Marie Frei Lyons

Richard William Powers
Erich Peter Press II
Linda Joyner Ramey
Philip Brian Weddle
Tracee Lynn Rosen Yaillen
Lyle Dean Zeller
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Candidates Presented by
ROGER I. DesROSIES, B.F.A., M.F.A., Dean

BACHELOR OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1984

Michael Scott Adams  
Laura A Baker  
Mary Rita Balogh  
Donald Wesley Bates  
Todd Aaron Beard  
Timothy Francis Becker  
Sandra Alice Birdsall  
Paul Adrian Breuer  
Paul John Bryant  
Susan Jane Byrd  
Nancy Sarah Caplan  
Julia Lee Carter  
Margot Lee Casstevens  
Robert Caleb Coker  
Catherine Rose DiRaimondo  
Deborah A Eagle  
Susan Ann Feldt  
Regina Ann Fox  
Eric Alan Freeman  
Elizabeth Brinker Galbraith  
Lydia Francesca García  
Kathren Kerr Hocker  
Anne Nancy Holzschuh  
Jayne D Kramer  
John Edward Kuehner  
Susan Elizabeth Lane

December 22, 1983

Lynne Ellen Beseau  
Richard Cherneff  
Francine Marie Davis  
Clarence Weaver Frank, Jr.

*Julian Avery Glenn  
Eva Goodman  
Phyllis Marcy Nagy-Leeds  
James Joseph Podolski

August 19, 1983

Elizabeth Crawford

MERRIL SUW WINSTEIN

MASTER OF FINE ARTS

May 18, 1984

Marjorie Anne Carhart  
Carol Carter Clark  
Charles D Harmon  
Janet J Hessel  
Kurt Hetzel  
Phillip Todd Hutzelman  
Cavin Jones  
Jean Elizabeth McCarthy  
Elizabeth A Moga  
Karen Elisabeth Roehr  
Julie Therese Rosenbaum  
David Lindley Sloan  
Leslie Louise Wood

December 22, 1983

Stephen Lloyd Herron  
Bethany Lynn Kriegsman  
Barbara A Mogley  
Charles Allen Wright
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Candidates Presented by
SHANTI KUMAR KHINDUKA, Ph.D., Dean

MASTER OF SOCIAL WORK

May 18, 1984

Stewart Bayne Barfield
Hannah Barbara Bronner
Jane Eleanor Burton
Phyllis Joy Charles
Kathryn Ann Cheney
Marcia Rosenthal Cohen
Evelyn R Davis
Seung Ja Doe
Jerilyn Clare Dufresne
*Suzanne Engman
Esther Klein Fisher
Patrick James Fleming
*Helen Paulin Gab
Judith Ann Garcia
Joyce Helfrich Godinez
Nikki Geeser Goldstein
Catalina Y Granja
*Sarah Ann Griesedeieck
Stanley Joe Grimes
Janan Esmail Hartford
Gary Levi Hirshberg
Alycia Renee Hughes
Susan Shippen Irving
Abdu-Raof Isaacs
Udomsri Jiravichai
Judith Avery Josiah
*Richard Mark Karolis
*Kathryn Goldstein Kastan
Phoebe Ann Keeney
Peggy J Keilholz

*Ann Marcy Kreindler
Rita J Kuna
Jennifer Weatherly Lazrus
Michele Gail Litwack
Mary Ellen Loch
Dee Rae Mann
Si Ling Mau
Diana M Meystedt
Rebecca Sue Milton
Holly Ann Mizner
Mary Dalrymple North
Marlene Parker
*Carolyn Jean Parks
*Laurie Priscilla Reed
Mark Alan Richardson
Angela Maria Saldana
Robert John Singer, Jr.
Cheri Lynne Sinnott
Wynnetta Lindsey Smith
*Barbara Lynn Snyder
Richard Edward Steinbruegge
Denise Stroder
Jinny Gaye Tauss
Leceila Warlene Turnage
Linda Mae Vonnahme
Mary Paula Wemper
Sue Ann White
Carl Anthony Williams
Marcia Elyse Youngherman
Michael John Zakour

December 22, 1983

Margaret Ellen Adamek
Anne Joseph Allen
*Richard James Baugh
Warren Theodore Brinckwirth
Barbara Ann Chicherio
Susan Whitelaw Downs
David Gerard Eckwert
Joyce Goff Hanson
Evelyn Ann Irving
*Virginia Ann Ives
Jaye Ann Johnson
Tambria Ann Johnson
*Cynthia Lynn Katz
Manako Komura
Mirella Patricia Kuri

Judith Kay Mackie
Phyllis Lee Fine Magencey
Jennifer Ruth Morse
Andrew Punabantu Mulengu
Susan Ann Orban
*Cynthia Ann Quetsch
Deborah Joy Rebhan-Harris
Clare A Reilly
Patricia Anne Rizzo
Ameeta Ramniklal Sanghavi
Calvin Lloyd Streeter
Deborah Ellen Dechert Teike
Rosilee Ann Trotta
Gayle Anna Weinraub
August 19, 1983

Mary Sue Beckman
Nancy Jean Bristol
Beverly Ann Brown
Cristobal Covelli
Bharati Deka
Ruth Roetheli Ehresman
Ting Chun Ho
Marcia Novick Levin
Rose Marie Levy

Janet Marie Likes
Cathy A Meyers
Raymond F Pierson
Mark R Stiffler
*Patricia S Taylor
Bonnie A Templeton
Virginia Smith Venable
Virginia Haigler Whaley

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Candidates Presented by
FOREST HODGE O'NEAL, S.J.D., Dean

DOCTOR OF LAW
May 18, 1984

Gregory Kent Allsberry
Bradley Kent Arends
Drew Charles Baebler
Kathleen Boozang Basso
Louis Joseph Basso
Julia Anne Beckett
Shelley Ann Berger
Rachel F Best
Carol LeAnn Bjelland
Rita Byrne Bleser
Daniel N Bloom
Mark Marion Budzinski
Rita Helen Butts
Mary Brandon Campbell
Leonard Neal Chanin
Kathleen Sue Chovian
Carol Theresa Clark
Charles Manning Colburn
Sharon Johnson Coleman
Ian Paul Cooper
Scott David Cooper
Sadie Ravonia Copeland
Robert James Craddick
Kevin Patrick Cronin
Frank Furst Daily
Elizabeth Mary Davis
Kathryn B Davis
John William Dillane
Harry Louis Dubnick
Mark Philip Dupont
Cary Robert Ell

Susan Davis Ell
Clark Dale Elwood
Beth Suzanne Enfield
Lilian Castellani Fernandez
William Edwin Foale
*Daniel Dean Forbes
Richard Edwin Fox
Jeffery H Fradkin
Barry Gil Fredman
Jane Christine Friedrich
*Helen Paulin Gab
Steven M Gallant
David Ross Ganfield II
Gaynell Haegele Gavin
Robert Athanas Ginos
Kent Edwin Gipson
Lewis Steven Goldberg
Mitchell S Goldman
Janis Caroline Good
Kevin Dell Gordon
James Allan Gottschalk
James Richard Graetinger
Timothy Alan Graham
Ronald Edward Haglof
Gregg R Hague
Frank Mack Hankin
*James Alvin Hardin
Mitchell Yale Herman
Sharon Beth Hershkowitz
Steven Taylor Hetland
John Charles Hickman
Miriam Ruth Hochwald
Gregory Allen Hodur
William David Howard
Jill Rubin Hummell
Mark Steven Hungerford
Robert Matthew Hunt II
Joanne Elaine Hurd
Frederick P Johnston, Jr.
Peter Jeffrey Jones
Joseph Kevin Jones, Jr.
Justin Alan Joseph
James A Kaestner
Sam Kalen
Jon Arthur Kaltenbronn
Mary Elizabeth Kaslick
Robert Craig Katchen
Larry J Keller
Thomas John Kendricks
Ruth E Kim
Kathryn Mary Koch
Andrew Jack Kochanowski
Richard Scott Kolodny
Douglas D Koski
Charles S Kramer
David Glennon Kullman
Gail Renee Landsman
Sean Lanphier
Steven Carrel Larson
Terry Jill Lassar
Richard Lewis Lawton
Ruth Lebed
Marc Richard Lepelstat
Elizabeth Ila Leskera
Vicki Ellen Light
Bruce Dayton Livingston
Mike William Lochmann
James Robert Loranger
James E Lownsdale
Kevin Jay Luther
Joseph George Mansour
Sydney A Marks
John Strauch Meyer, Jr.
Tammi Anne Milligan
Sally Austin Mills
Frederic James Mohr
Joel Alma Montgomery
Rozann Moss
Leah Adrienne Murray
Jill S Newman
Rochelle Angela Nwadibia
Kathleen O'Brien
Gregory John Pavlovitz
Lisa Randie Perry
Candace Allen Poe
Hal Jay Pos
Susan Carin Rabinowitz
Kelly Lynn Raftery
Alan Martin Raifman
Gail Ann Randall
Steven Ira Rapaport
Dean Scott Rauchwerger
Robert Thornton Ritter
Kevin J Rodgers
James Bradley Rudolph
Benjamin Anthony Ruf
William Ellis Russell
Norah Josephine Ryan
Barbara Multack Sacks
Joyce Susan Samet
Bradley Alan Sandler
Jay Sax
Daniel Lee Sayle
Lawrence Francis Schoelch
Stephen W Schwed
Stephen Edward Seele
Charles Alan Seigel III
Brian James Serr
Scott Harlan Shanker
Howard E Silverman
Linda Karen Singer
Peter Thompson Sinnott
David B Smith
Diane Maxine Sontag
John Russell Soule
Susan Felicia Spence
Frederica V Stratmeyer
Gary Brian Strickland
Lynn Ann Summers
Clyde Crady Swisher III
Bradley Todd Tavel
Charles Asher Tiesky
Alan Jeffrey Tompkins
Pamela Marie Tripplett
Kevin Jay Vernick
Elizabeth Ellen Vollmar
Donna-Jo Rodden Vorderstrasse
Tracy Graff Waggoner
Tammy Turner Walsh
David A Warfield
Don Jay Weis
Deborah E Weiss
Laura Wheeler
Thomas Patrick Willcutts
Karen Kay Wind
Brian Stanley Witherspoon
Lawrence Wittels
Paul Lee Yanowitch
Margaret Eva Zapf
Norman Theodore Zink, Jr.
December 22, 1983

*Richard James Baugh
Deborah Crouse Cobb
Neil L Gershon
Paul Michael Hagen

*Cynthia Lynn Katz
Elizabeth Ann Meers
*Cynthia Ann Quetsch

August 19, 1983

Craig Phillips Bryant
Jane Nolan Denes
Stuart Harvey Green

Edmond Henry Kinghorn, Sr.
Nadine Valeria Nunn
Cynthia Ann Stewart

June 17, 1983

Nancy Parker Doty
Philip P Mann

Joseph Albert Romito
Linda Louise Shapiro

MASTER OF LAWS

May 18, 1984

Gail Ann Esses
Thomas Richard Galganski
Frank Joseph Greco
Paul Scott King, Jr.
Charles William Mooney

Virginia Gaddy Pasewark
Thomas P Polityka
Anne Kahn Silverstein
Stephen Michael Szewczyk
David R Wickham

December 22, 1983

Richard Clyde Harmon
Robert Gerald Parsons
William Sabino

John F Schlafly
Gregg Mitchell Sincoff

THE SCHOOL
OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Candidates Presented by
GEORGE DEVER SELFRIDGE, D.D.S., Dean

DOCTOR OF DENTAL MEDICINE

May 18, 1984

*cum laude*

David Anthony Gonzales
Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru

Randolph Preston Mills
Elizabeth Blinka Spataro

May 18, 1984

Stephen Wilford Adams
Susan Lynn Andersen
William Weinand Bechtold
Scott Thomas Berry
Bradley Cobb Bockhorst
William James Bohan
Christopher James Bonham
Thomas James Brown
Donald Allen Busbey III
Keith Brian Canter

Victor Lee Clark
Cheryl Ann Colker
Stephen James Colm
Daniel Bruce Dorrington
Kenneth Ried Dupree
Terry Patrick Dyer
David Perry Fishberg
Jerome Scott Forman
Bryan Richard Foulk
Daniel Steven Geare
Randall Arthur Gordon
Phillip George Gorin
Zorica Spasojevic Hanko
Brent Wilson Harper
Craig Edward Hehn
Steven Edward Holbrook
Eric Robert Hotze
Raymond John Johansen
Thomas Charles Johnson
Randall James Kelley
Paul Francis Kenworthy
Andrew Myongsu Kim
James Stanward Kim
John Marion Kim
Stephen Edward Komyati
Michael Bruce Lambert
Joseph Lynn Lawson
Terence Hon-Yin Leung
Mary Ling-Cheng Lin
Richard Marias
David Lee Marshall
Thomas Scott McRaven
James MacLennan Mead
John Howell Mumford
Michael Walter Noble
Michael John O'Connell
Alma Elizabeth Patterson

June 30, 1983

Marwan Elias Assaf
Mark Joseph Cassidy
Marjorie Ellen Howe

Richard Mark Polito
Margaret Ann Rominger

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN ORTHODONTICS
August 19, 1983

Kenneth Ross Wehrenberg

June 24, 1983

Gary Alan Bolmgren
Andrew Miller Connor
Harold Owen Enoch

Jeffrey William Haskins
Michael John Wagner
John Douglas Webber
THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Candidates Presented by
MORRIS KENTON KING, M.D., Dean

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 18, 1984

Lori Anderson
Margaret Buckley Barrett
Susan Lynn Barrett
Pamela Ann Barshack
Susan Rose Bendian
Arayna Sandra Essmueller
Linda Juanita Fear
Gloria Jean Gaudio
Lisa Barbara Grauman
Linda L Helm
LaDonna Gayle Hofstein
Joan Goodwin Kneedler
Deborah Leah Krieger

Carol Frances Lagomarcino
Susan Gene Lofsness
Aimee Jeanette Luebben
Monique Chantal Naddell
Peggy J Poeschel
Pamela Sue Roberts
Katherine Anne Robertson
Katherine Ann Serman
Robert Burke Stout
Tina Marie Trick
Patricia Gail Wallace
Nancy Honora Wolper
Dana Christine Yow-Berry

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
May 18, 1984

Cathyann R Connaughton
Ann Louise Lawler
Mary L Mendelson

Pamela Overhuls
Min-Ian Martin Yang

December 22, 1983

Nancy Lee Mallonee
Tamar Anette Montoya

Steven Scott Prins

August 19, 1983

Catherine Spademan Fletcher

Loren JoAnn Lange

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN PHYSICAL THERAPY
December 22, 1983

Debra Sue Anderson
Joann Patricia Benjamin
Mary Christine Berry
Raymond Lee Bullerdiek
Elsie A Burger
Danny L Edwards
Deborah Lynn Edwards
Sheryl Diane Gilbertson
Robin Lynn Hess
Jody Lynn Jacobson
Jacqueline Ann Just
Barbara Ann Lemmel
Barbara Marie Leveling
Teresa Lynn Lindquist
Wendy Ellen Magee

Thomas Philip Mayhew II
Scott Andrew McLauglin
Connie Jo McMath
Susan Ann Musselman
Joan E Pease
Karla Renae Plantz
Diane Marie Ratigan
David Reed Selig
Sue Kohn Shannon
John Francis Shrake
Kathy Ann Shymkus
Connie Ann Stewart
Ellen Wilson Warner
Jacki Lynn West
Marilyn Louise Whetzel
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MASTER OF HEALTH ADMINISTRATION
May 18, 1984

Martha Jane Alles
Thomas Richard Bayer
Charles Edward Brown
Ronald Kemodle Cail
Brenda Lee Chenoweth
Thomas Joseph Cini, Jr.
Richard LaClair Clark
Barbara Ann Crawford
John Marc Dawes
Laura Alice DeFratus
David Neal Denkers
Lynne Marie Earls
Michael Robert Earnshaw
Scott Eugene Foster III
James Ray Francis
L’Tanya Rachelle Garrison
Susan Sachie Hamamoto
Daniel William Hampton
Alfred Earl Hargrave, Jr.
Dana Sipes Hensley
Timothy James Hogan

Kari Elaine Holm
Randall Thomas Husbands
Marliene Jimenez-Mahle
Russell William Johnson
Melissa Wendland Kaufman
Rick D. Kaylor
Debra R. Kulik
William Lynn Marmer
Janice Ellen Marks
Mark Allen Mertens
Dawn A. Newell
Nancy Jean Nulman
Gary K. Pinkstaff
Terence Leo Rooney
John Edward Shore
Scott Carroll Stamm
Roger Stephen Stream
Kathleen S. Touchette
Patrick Joseph Wiles
Gregg Gerard Zoller

December 22, 1983
Joan Carter Johnson

August 19, 1983
Thomas James Brotherton
John Walter Collins, Jr.
Cheryl Joy Daly

DOCTOR OF MEDICINE
May 18, 1984

Karen Schick Adams
Clark Jae Albert
Steven Robert Allen
John Kenneth Appelbaum
Thomas Charles Bailey
Tim Joseph Baisch
Bruce Edward Barga
*Bruce Allen Barshop
Carl Frederick Bigler
Richard John Boos
Kenneth Joel Bregg
Robert Stephen Burgerman
Ann Marie Cadwalader
Walter Wai-Tak Chien
Gary Paul Chun
James Michael Close
Rhonda Audrey Cole
Mark Dale Cooper
Ethan Milton Cruvant
Paul Finley Detjen
Larry Di Fabrizio

Gerard Francis Droge
Michael Charles Edelstein
Laure Edmunds
Ruth Susan Eisen
Randy Mark Ennen
Scott Eugene Eveloff
Karen Reep Fischer
Joseph Francis, Jr.
Mark Steven Frank
Thomas S. Frank
Jon Robert Friedman
Christopher Joseph Gallagher
Patricia Anne Gray
Robert Allen Hadesman
Richard Stephen Hartoch
Robert Douglas Herr
Tommy Dean Howey
Shirley Jane Huang
George Robert Hvostik
Robert W. Jones

Malvern Michael Jones
Mark William Velat
Stephen Thomas Joyce
David Ross Karp
Michael Barry Kastan
Thomas Campbell Kennedy
Joseph Herbert Kent
Thomas Charles King
William Arthur Kirsch
David Jordan Klashman
William Edward Klunk
Melanie G Kogan
Michael Alex Kolodziej
Lisa Ann Kuhar
Amelia Ann Langston
Joan M Larkins
Rosemay Thérèse Latortue
Julie Martin Lawrence
Michael Kevin Lawrence
David Walter Lazan
Robert Alan Lee
Steven Elliot Lerman
Cheung K Tom Leung
Steven Roger Lindemann
Barry Jonathan Linder
Richard Tak Kam Ling
Roberta Lynn Loeffler
Keith Allen Loper
David Alan Lubarsky
Mia Michelle MacCollin
Kathryn Lael Maguire
Margaret Anne Mahony
John William McAllister III
Robert Edward McCool
Scott Jeffrey Mellis
Dimitri Serge Merine
Gary Frank Mitchell
Charles Kevin Moore
Jeffrey Dean Morehouse
Louise Ellen Morrell
Ellen Ann Morrison
Lonny Ray Natter
Jeffrey Joseph Neil
Lenore Tomoye Nii
Robert James Obeid
Neil Jeffrey Okun
John Robert Onufre

Michael A Pack
William Francis Penny, Jr.
Douglas Alan Perednia
Mary Olivia Polk
Timothy Bernard Powers
Alexandra Ilma Reichman
James Robert Richter
Edmond Frederick Ritter
William Bradford Rockwell
Edward Sterling Rollins
Susan Davidson Rollins
John Gregory Rosenthal
Theodore Ross
Willie Ray Ross
Paul Louis Rothenberg
James Bradford Ruben
Andrew Kenneth Saltzman
Randall Eric Sato
Lynne Marie Scannell
Debra Kay Schuster
Daniel Richard Schwartz
Stephen Francis Slack
Daniel Perry Snower
Eric John Suba
Robert Stephen Surratt
Paul Brenden Tartell
James Anderson Thompson
Keith Raymond Thulborn
Gary Lee Timmerman
Randall Wayne Tobler
Mark Stephen Travis
Rebecca L Tung
Katherine Irene Uraneck
John Joseph Van Rybroek
Ann May Vannier
Theresa Gay Vicroy
Ronald John Wainz
Frank G Walter
Steven Alan Weinman
Michael William Willett
Carl Thayne Wilson
Gregory Thomas Wirt
William Lawrence Woods
Cheryl Danita Wright

December 22, 1983

Hazel Jane Vernon

June 10, 1983

Roger Sullivan
PRIZES, AWARDS AND HONORS

ETHAN A. H. SHEPLEY AWARD

In recognition of leadership, scholarship and service to the University Community,


W. ALFRED HAYES AWARD

In recognition of student-athletes who by personal example have provided constructive leadership at Washington University,

Philip David Beljanski, Marc Scott Gluckman, Cheryl Ann Kornetzke, Alan Jeffery Moltz

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES

Admussen Prize, Frederick Leonard Brown
Leota Diesel Ashton Prize in Playwriting, Bryan Karl Abell
Black Honors for Academic Achievement, David Ross Anderson, Alicia Darlene Bennett, Melvin Jerome Butler, Kelvin A Bond, Bertram Elder Cox, Sheila Ann Jones, Du Wanna Faye Pendleton, Clarence Roby, Jr., Carol LaVerne Robinson, Albert Beasley Ross, Jr.
F. Ward Denys Prize in English, Jacqueline B. Linas
Honorable Mention: Diane Marie Tusla
Dramatics Club Prize, Katherine Ruth Marveson
W.E.B. DuBois Award for leadership, service and scholarship, Du Wanna Faye Pendleton
Todd Lewis Friedman Prize, Mohan Vijay Phansalkar
J. Walter Goldstein Prize in History, Joni Mae Clouse, Todd Evan Kessler
Roger Conant Hatch Poetry Prize, Douglas John Seibold, Michael Andrew Winston
Honorable Mention: Christopher Donald Rappleye, Jennifer Anne Weinblatt
John G. Jutkowitz Memorial Prize Fund, Scott Bernhard Loeb, Cordelia Ann Farrelly
Margaret Ewing Prize, Kristie E Berger
Harriet Schwenk Klüver Prize for Excellence in Writing, Co-winners: Elizabeth Wight Herring, Maria Chiara Filiaggi
Arnold J. Lien Prize in Political Science, Steven Wayne Cushman
Norma Lowry Memorial Poetry Prize, Brian W Cochran, Honorable Mention: Leslie W Ralphe
John M. Olin Prize for Excellence in Economics, Daniel Allen Schult
Pi Mu Epsilon and Ross Middlemiss Prize, Paul H Burchard
Putnam Exam Prize, Bard Bloom, Paul H Burchard
John C. Sowden Prize in Chemistry, Daniel Russell Strongin
Marian Smith Spector Prize in Biology, Jamie Lynn Feldman
Harrison Dailey Stalker Book Prize, Andrew Anthony Zupan
Tavenner Prize in Classics, Andrew John Lambrecht, James Boykin Rives
Jinx Walker Poetry Prize of the Academy of American Poets, Marjorie Herweg Stelmach, Honorable Mention: David Joseph Rives
Shirley McDonald Wallace Prize in History, Lisa Ann Lunghofer
Weltin Prize in Ancient History, James Boykin Rives
Louis G. Zelson Prize, Meg Richardson
UNIVERSITY COLLEGE

Certificate Honors

George Edward Bennett
Connie Jean Colvis
Gustavo Alberto Covarrubia
Patricia M Donovan
Donald Stephen DuFaux
Paul Salvatore Geering
Samul G Klein
Delores D Lane
Deborah Lee Phelps
Christine Ann Butts Prager
Nancy Jones Troxell

Dean's Award for Academic Excellence, Audrey R Femmer
Dean's Award for University Service, William Edward Cornelius

Final Honors

Richard Francis Bantle
Shelly Beech
Robert Delmar Bell
William W Bilkey, Jr.
Rita M Bohrer
Terence Lee Burch
Harry William Daum
Audrey R Femmer
Sharon Ann Graham
Harold Charles Gross
Deborah Ann Hartwig
Jeanne Lovell Heitman
Laurence Langton Kane
Lorraine Claire Lander
Marilyn Lee Lange
Donald Anthony Lancer
Terry Randall Linhardt
Sara Alice Daniel Mackey
Karen Ann Maune
Raymond Martin Meyer
Pamela L Nelson Miller
Steven D Mooneyham
Patricia R Otto
Elizabeth Lindsay Pond
Laura W Porchey
Cathy Ann Pruitt
Jerry Quitman Smith
Gerry Hope Steinhart
Deborah Daniel Stricklin
Charles John Wade
Thomas Robert Wilcox
THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
(ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY)

Certificate Honors
Binh Xuan Dang
Robert Wilmer Danson

Final Honors
Robert Glen Atkinson
William W Bilkey, Jr.
Thomas P O'Neill

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
AWARDS FOR GRADUATING SENIORS
1983-1984

Fazil Ali
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers Student Paper Contest—1st Place (1984)

Gene Delane Anderson, Jr.

Jay Daniel Anderson
The Erwin E. Bloss Scholarship (1982,1983)

Andre George Aoude
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Outstanding Achievement (1984)

Anthony Alfred Apodaca
The Marchand-Gillespie Scholarship (1981)

James Duane Barnason
The Harold D. Jolley Scholarship (1981)

Philip David Beljanski
The Carboline Company Scholarship (1982,1983)

Katarina Lynn Benjamin

Natalie Marie Bohlman
The Hercules Construction Company Scholarship (1983)

David Gerald Branch
Black Honors for Academic Achievement

Monty Carl Brandenberg
The Building Environmental Systems Scholarship (1982,1983)

Stephen John Brejje
The AICHE Local Section Award for Meritorious Achievement (1984)
Chemical Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior (1983)
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award For Productive Scholar (1982)

Stephan Joseph Bresina
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Outstanding Achievement (1984)
The Smith and Brennan Pile Company/Wabash Drilling Company Scholarship (1981,1982)

James Dean Brink
The Harry Hammerman Scholarship (1982,1983)

John Anthony Brocksmith
The Harold D. Jolley Scholarship (1983)
Richard Gibson Bubeni
Computer Science Departmental Award for Academic Excellence (1984)

George Charles Buckbee Jr.
The Dow Chemical Company Outstanding Junior Chemical Engineering Award (1983)
The Lowy Enterprises Scholarship (1983)

Mitchell Wayne Burks
The J.S. Alberici Construction Company Scholarship (1981,1982)

Cathleen Marie Cords
The Harold and Miller Guller Scholarship (1982,1983)

Yolanda Yvette Covington
The Dow Corning Corporation Scholarship (1981,1982)

Bengt A Dalemar
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Award for Academic Achievement and Service (1984)

William B Dannehl
The Joseph P. Razek Prize (1983)

Malcolm Hollis Davis
The Clarence and Dorothy Stapp Scholarship (1982,1983)

John David DeHart
American Telephone And Telegraph Information Systems Award (1984)
The Computer Science Departmental Award For Professional Excellence (1982)

Patricia Ann Derwinski

Anna Danese Dixon
Black Honors for Academic Achievement
The Sun Petroleum Products Scholarship (1981,1982)

Jennifer Jo Donohue
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award For Productive Scholar (1982)
CHIMES—Leadership Honorary For Junior (1982)
Chemical Engineering Departmental Award for Outstanding Junior (1982)

Richard T Doyle

John Eric Elliff
American Society of Civil Engineers Outstanding Civil Engineering Student Award (1984)

George Lawrence Engel
The American Telephone and Telegraph Company Award (1984)

Anne Marie Eschbacher
Gustav K. Mesmer Memorial Scholarship (1983)

Sara Jo Friedman
CHIMES—Leadership Honorary For Junior (1982)
OMICRON DELTA KAPPA—National Leadership Honorary for Senior (1983)

Richard Allen gallaher
The Western Electric Scholarship (1982,1983)

Adriane Marie Glaraton
The Frisco Railway Scholarship (1982)

Douglas Charles Hartman
The Hermann F. Spoeher Scholarship (1982,1983)

Gary Alan Hida
The AIChE Local Section Award For Outstanding Achievement (1984)
The Armin Louis Klemm Award (1983)
Darren Allen Houghton

Joan Marie Huser
The Elvera Stuckenberg Scholarship (1982,1983)

Eunethia Denise Jeffers
The Dow Corning Corporation Scholarship (1983)
Black Honors For Academic Achievement

Scott Norman Jochimsen

Marla Calisse Johns
Technology and Human Affairs Departmental Senior Award for Academic Achievement and Service (1984)

Eric Kerlow
The Herman F. Snoeherer Scholarship (1982,1983)

Janet Kim
The SEMCOR Scholarship (1982,1983)

Bernard Anthony Knox
Black Honors For Academic Achievement

Raymond Christopher Kotulla
SOPHOMORE COMMISSION—Leadership Honorary for Sophomore (1981)

Tamara Ann Kroeber

Gary A Kroh
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Senior (1984)
Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award For Outstanding Junior (1983)

Margaret Mary Kramer
The Pitzman Scholarship (1982,1983)

Brian Kenneth Lemon
The Civil Engineering Departmental Senior Class Award for Outstanding Achievement (1984)

Thomas Joseph Lenk
The AICHE Local Section Award For Meritorious Achievement (1984)

Carole Ann Leong

Brian Alexander Luke
The David E. Ger Memorial Scholarship (1982,1983)

Robert Crawford Maher
Electrical Engineering Departmental Award For Outstanding Senior (1984)
The Antoinette Frances Dames Award For Productive Scholar (1982)

Robert Andrew Mahoney
Civil Engineering Undergraduate Student Merit Award In The James F. Lincoln Welding Foundation Design Competition (1983)

Robert L Maline
The Corrigan Brothers Scholarship (1982,1983)

William Joseph Milliken
The AIChe Student Chapter Regional Meeting Paper Contest—1st Place (1984)

Bruce David Myrehn
The SEMCOR Scholarship (1982,1983)

James Robert Olson
The Eugene J. Muench Scholarship (1982,1983)

Jeanne Denise Palm
The Proctor and Gamble Scholarship (1981,1982)
Todd Michael Przybycien

Carol Elaine Rigler
- Systems Science and Mathematics Departmental Award for Outstanding Professional Achievement (1984)
- The Washington University SIAM Chapter Award in Applied Mathematics (1983)

Nicholas Koustantinos Rodes
- The Briscoe Scholarship (1982)

Daniel Scott Rokusek

Janet Marie Scannell
- Mechanical Engineering Departmental Award for OMICRON DELTA KAPPA Leadership (1984)
- Mortar Board—National Honorary for Seniors (1983)

James Harold Schloss
- The Louis Sach Scholarship (1982, 1983)
- The Frisco Railway Scholarship (1982)

Gary Schmelzer
- The Petrolite Corporation Scholarship (1982, 1983)

Mark David Scott
- The SEMCOR Scholarship (1982, 1983)

Paul Lawrence Sleet
- Black Honors For Academic Achievement

Stephen John Smart
- Dean's Award For Exceptional Academic Achievement (1984)
- Chemical Council of Greater Saint Louis Outstanding Junior Award (1983)
- The Joe E. Butler Award (1983)
- The Antoinette Frances Dames Award For Productive Scholar (1982)
- The Dan Broida Scholarship (1982, 1983)
- The National AICHE Outstanding Sophomore Award (1982)

Gregory Brian Smith
- Special Computer Science Departmental Award For Programming Team Competition (1983)

Judith Starobin
- CHIMES—Leadership Honorary For Junior (1983)

Thomas Justin Sullivan
- The Russell R. Pfeiffer Memorial Scholarship (1983)

Martha Ann Tomlison
- The Woermann Construction Company Scholarship (1982)
- The Fruin-Colnon Corporation Scholarship (1983)

Leroy W. Wilbur
- The American Telephone And Telegraph Information Systems Laboratories Award (1984)

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE

Alpha Rho Chi Medal, Matthew Wade Freeby

Alpha Sigma Lambda Honorary Fraternity, Donald Luther Ruble

American Institute of Architects Medal, Craig Edward Mason

Certificate of Merit, Matthew Wade Freeby

Association of Women in Architecture and Allied Arts, a book prize to an outstanding woman selected from the Master of Architecture Program, Susan Morrow

Frederick Widmann Prize in Architecture, Gary William Hartmann

Honorable Mention, Timothy Louis Witzig
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THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
AND THE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

Advertising Club of St. Louis Award, Edward Ben Solomon
American Marketing Association of St. Louis Award, Edward Ben Solomon
Black Honors for Academic Achievement, Regina Diane Battle
Financial Executives Institute Award, Catherine Mary Dondzila
John Wayne Latchum Memorial Award, Fred C Dyer III
Lindell Trust Company Prize in Banking and Finance, Kevin Deon Johnson
Isidor Loeb Leadership Prize, Richard Sanders Ritholz
Master of Business Administration Scholar Award, William Todd Hyman, David John Lochner
Missouri Society of Certified Public Accountants Award, Eric Richard Fencl
Toussaint L’Overture Award for community service, Regina Diane Battle
Wall Street Journal Award, Eric Richard Fencl, William Todd Hyman
Alpha Mu Alpha Marketing Honorary Initiates... Undergraduates: Dominic Gregory Mendonsa, Edward Ben Solomon
MBA’s: James Philip Bradley, Denise A Decker, Richard Alan Hannsch, Gregory Neal Hoxworth, Audrey Robinson Jones, Cheryl Ann Kuttner, Lina Ives Laureano, Mollie Garrett Pin, Kerstin M Sonnerup, K R Vaidyanathan
Beta Gamma Sigma Initiates... Undergraduates: Steven Bradley Baker, Yee-Lam Randolph Chow, Cathryn Suzanne Colucci, Catherine Mary Dondzila, Eric Richard Fencl, Stephen Jeffrey Fisher, Diana Rubi Gonzalez, Raymond William Gruender, Darlene Felisa Gubuan, Cindy A Kassman, Dominic Gregory Mendonsa, Tery Lynn Peters, Jeffrey Adam Rosenkranz, Edward Ben Solomon, Susan Lynn Turow
Todd Lee Kesselman, Cheryl Ann Kuttner, Lina Ines Laureano, Perry Thomas Leong, David John Lochner, Margaret Daniela Ludwiszewski, Marie Frei Lyons, Charles Kevin McCarter, David A Mook III, Gregory A Nickle, Mollie Garrett Pin, Tracy Nicholas Putnam, Christy Jane Ranson, Lynn M Rowan, Benjamin Anthony Ruf, Lynn Louise Soice, Kerstin M Sonnerup, Gopal Das T Tejwani, Ann Kristin Thompson, K R Vaidyanathan, Michael Robert Weinstein

High Honors
Eric Richard Fencl
Stephen Jeffrey Fisher
Raymond William Gruender
Cindy A Kassman
Edward Ben Solomon

Honors
Steven Bradley Baker
Yee-Lam Randolph Chow
Cathryn Suzanne Colucci
Catherine Mary Dondzila
Diana Rubi Gonzalez
Darlene Felisa Gubuan
Dominic Gregory Mendonsa
Teri Lynn Peters
Jeffrey Adam Rosenkranz
Susan Lynn Turow
THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS

Grace M. Bell Art Scholarship Award, Jennifer Ellen Mange
Marsha Hertzman Blasingame Prize in Printmaking, Kathy Irene Weinberg
Thomas R. Blow Scholarship Award, Eric Alan Freeman, Jennifer Ellen Mange,
Alison Kay Moritsugu, Neil Lawrence Orlowski, Robert Aaron Petty
Bell Cramer Award in Printmaking, Margo Lee Casstevens
Helen Fabish Memorial Scholarship in Sculpture, Elizabeth White McDonald
William Fett Drawing Prize, Virgil Melvin Marti, Jr.
Ford Foundation Scholarships, Paul John Bryant, Eric Alan Freeman,
Ann Katherine Lindgren, Virgil Melvin Marti, Jr., Alison Kay Moritsugu,
Robert Aaron Petty
Ford/Conway Art Fellowship, Anne Nancy Holzschuh, Robin Marie Nelson,
Neil Lawrence Orlowski, Suzanne Elizabeth Witte
Richard W Frazier Prize, Douglas Matthew Nickrent
Hazel Goetsch Art Award, Neil Lawrence Orlowski, Robert Keith Posner
Mary Cowan Harford Prize in Watercolor, Michael Scott Adams, Regina Ann Fox,
Kathren Kerr Hocker
Kellwood Foundation Scholarship Award in Fashion Design, Nancy Sarah Caplan,
Richard Cherneff, Eva Goodman
Louise Roblee McCarthy Scholarship, Eric Alan Freeman
Eliza McMillan Award, Regina Ann Fox, Kathren Kerr Hocker, Anne Nancy Holzschuh,
Robin Marie Nelson, Douglas Matthew Nickrent, Kathy Irene Weinberg,
Suzanne Elizabeth Witte
John T. Milliken Scholarship Award, Donald Wesley Bates, Robert Caleb Coker,
Deborah A Eagle, Kathren Kerr Hocker, Anne Nancy Holzschuh,
Neil Lawrence Orlowski, Suzanne Elizabeth Witte
Tanasko Milovich Scholarship in Painting, Regina Ann Fox
Ruth Kelso Renfrow Art Club Scholarship Award, Richard Cherneff,
Ann Katherine Lindgren, Virgil Melvin Marti, Jr.
Carolyn Janis Risque Award in Sculpture, Catherine Rose Diraimondo,
Regina Ann Fox, Neil Lawrence Orlowski
Julia Mary and Charlotte Elizabeth Secor Award, Richard Cherneff
Catherine Rose Diraimondo, Eric Alan Freeman, Anne Nancy Holzschuh
Irving L. Sorger Memorial Scholarship in Fashion Design, Nancy Sarah Caplan,
Eva Goodman
Samuel Weitz Photography Prize, Bibi Stromberg, Orestes Carlos Valdes
Lillie Elise Willemsen Prize, Jayne D Kramer, Robin Marie Nelson
Edmund Henry Wuerpel Scholarship, Jayne D Kramer, Virgil Melvin Marti, Jr.
Robin Marie Nelson
THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK

Alumni Scholarship, Clare A Reilly
Frank J. Bruno Fellowship, Virginia Smith Venable
William Willard Burke Scholarship, Holly Ann Mizer
Dean’s Fellowship, Margaret Ellen Adamek, Patricia Anne Rizzo,
Calvin Lloyd Streeter, Deborah Ellen Dechert Teike
Faculty Scholarship, Janan Esmail Hartford
William E. Gorden Research Scholarship, Michael John Zakour
Helen E. Hayden Scholarship, Phyllis Joy Charles
Holloway Scholarship, Leceila Warlene Turnage
Sydney and Sylvia Jacobs Scholarship, Sue Ann White
JCCA Trustees Community Achievement Award, Patrick James Fleming
Joseph H. and Florence A. Roblee Social Service Scholarship Award, Evelyn Ann Irving

THE SCHOOL OF LAW

Alumni Association Prize, John William Dillane
Judge Samuel M. Breckenridge Prize: First Prize, Susan Felicia Spence
  Second Prize, Charles S Kramer
The Breckinridge Scholarship Prize: First Prize, Elizabeth Ellen Vollmar
  Second Prize, John William Dillane
Charles Wendell Carnahan Prize, Sean Lanphier
Dan Carter-Earl Tedrow Memorial Award, Peter Thompson Sinnott
International Academy of Trial Lawyers Award, Daniel N Bloom, Scott David Cooper
  The Jack Garden Humanitarian Award, Peter Thompson Sinnott
Mary Collier Hitchcock Prize, Elizabeth Ellen Vollmar
Judge Amandus Brackman Moot Court Prize, Carol LeAnn Bjelland
Milton F. Napier Trial Award, James Allan Gottschalk
The Order of Barristers: Mark Philip Dupont, Lewis Steven Goldberg,
  James Allan Gottschalk, Mark Steven Hungerford, Gail Renee Landsman,
  Joseph George Mansour, Dean Scott Rauchwerger, Kevin J Rodgers,
  Peter Thompson Sinnott, Diane Maxine Sontag
The Order of the Coif: Kathleen Boozang Basso, John William Dillane,
  Helen Paulin Gab, Kevin Dell Gordon, Ronald Edward Haglof, Charles S Kramer,
  Sean Lanphier, Mike William Lochmann, James Robert Loranger,
  Joseph George Mansour, Kathleen O’Brien, Alan Martin Raifman,
  Stephen Edward Seele, Brian Joseph Serr, Cynthia Ann Stewart,
  Elizabeth Ellen Vollmar, Karen Kay Wind, Paul Lee Yanowitch, Margaret Eva Zapf
  Scribes, Laura Wheeler
The United States Law Week Award, Drew Charles Baebler

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE

Academy of General Dentistry, David Anthony Gonzales
The Academy of Dentistry for the Handicapped, David Lee Marshall
The Academy of Operative Dentistry Award, Judith Anne Ross
Alpha Omega Award, David Anthony Gonzales
Alpha Omega Certificate Award, Stephen James Colm
American Academy of Dental Radiology Certificate, Brent Evans Young
American Academy of Gold Foil Operators Certificate, Judith Anne Ross
American Academy of Oral Medicine Award, Randolph Preston Mills
American Academy of Oral Pathology, Elizabeth Blinka Spataro
American Academy of Periodontology Award, Randolph Preston Mills
American Association of Endodontists Certificate, Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru
American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons Award, Stephen James Colm
American Association of Orthodontists Award, Michael Walter Noble
American Association of Women Dentists Award, Elizabeth Blinka Spataro, Judith Anne Ross
American College of Stomatologic Surgeons Award, Scott Thomas Berry
American Society of Dentistry for Children Award, Edward Lee Williams
American Dental Society of Anesthesiology, Stephen James Colm
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Periodontics, Elizabeth Blinka Spataro
Richard Bengel Acknowledgment Award for Crown and Bridge, David Anthony Gonzales
Otto Brandhorst Leadership Award, Randolph Preston Mills
Anna Bredall Awards—David Anthony Gonzales
Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru
Pierre Fauchard Academy Award, Richard Marias
National Board Awards: Highest Overall Average Part I—David Anthony Gonzales
Highest Overall Average Part II—David Anthony Gonzales
Randolph Preston Mills
Highest Individual Score Part I—David Anthony Gonzales
Craig Edward Hehn
Highest Individual Score Part II—David Anthony Gonzales
Randolph Preston Mills
Delta Sigma Delta Award, Judith Anne Ross
Delta Sigma Delta Scholarship Cash Award, Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru
Dentsply International Merit Award, Dana Joe Rockey
Edward R. Hart Award, Stephen Lemuel Sims
J.D. White Award, Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru
International College of Dentists Award, Kerry Ward Tryon
The C. V. Mosby Awards: Oral Surgery—Michael Walter Noble
Orthodontics—Zorica Spasojevic Hanko
Removable Prosthodontics—Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru
Quintessence Awards:
Research Achievement, Thomas Scott McRaven
Clinical Achievement in Periodontics, David Anthony Gonzales
Clinical Achievement in Restorative Dentistry, Kerry Ward Tryon
Xi Psi Phi Anatomy Prize, David Anthony Gonzales
Xi Psi Phi William E. Koch, Jr. Award, Randall Arthur Gordon, Andrew Myongsu Kim
Xi Psi Phi Scholarship Award, David Anthony Gonzales
Washington University Dental Alumni Association Prize, David Anthony Gonzales
Omicron Kappa Upsilon, David Anthony Gonzales, Craig Edward Hehn,
Kurtis Setsuji Kanemaru, Thomas Charles Johnson, Michael Bruce Lambert,
Joseph Lynn Lawson, Randolph Preston Mills, Alma Elizabeth Patterson,
Judith Anne Ross, Elizabeth Blinka Spataro
THE OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY PROGRAM
With Distinction
Arayna Sandra Essmueller Katherine Ann Serman

HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM
Final Honors
Richard LaClaire Clark Janice Ellen Marks
Melissa Wendland Kaufman

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE

Alpha Omega Alpha Book Prize, Joseph Francis, Jr.
American Medical Women's Association, Inc., Scholarship Achievement Citations, Melanie G Kogan, Amelia Ann Langston, Rebecca L Tung, Theresa Gay Vicroy
Alexander Berg Prize in Microbiology and Immunology, Thomas Charles King
Jacques J. Bronfenbrenner Award, Daniel Richard Schwartz
Richard S. Brookings Medical School Award, Jennifer Wray Cole
Robert Carter Medical School Award, David Walter Lazan
George F. Gill Prize in Pediatrics, Jeffrey Joseph Neil
Alfred Goldman Book Prize in Diseases of the Chest, Robert Alan Lee
John E. Kirk Scholastic Award, Michael-Alex Kolodziej
Louis and Dorothy Kovitz Senior Award in Surgery, Kathryn Lael Maguire
Lange Medical Publication Award, Amelia Ann Langston, Robert James Obeid
Irwin Levy Prize in Neurology and Neurological Surgery, Rebecca L Tung
Edward Massie Prize for Excellence in Cardiology, Clark Jae Albert
Medical Fund Society Prize in Medicine, Thomas Charles Bailey
Medical Fund Society Prize in Surgery, William Bradford Rockwell
Merck Manual Award, Kenneth Joel Bregg, Christopher Joseph Gallagher, Dimitri Serge Merine
Missouri State Medical Association Award, Joseph Francis, Jr.
C. V. Mosby Book Awards, Larry Di Fabrizio, Michael Charles Edelstein, Gary Frank Mitchell
St. Louis Internist's Club Award, David Ross Karp
St. Louis Pediatric Society Prize, Mark Dale Cooper
Sandoz Award in Psychiatry, Richard Tak Kam Ling
Sidney I. Schwab Prize in Psychiatry, Robert Edward McCool
John R. Smith Memorial Fund Award, John Robert Otiuier
Samuel D. Soule Award in Obstetrics and Gynecology, Gerard Francis Droege
Upjohn Achievement Award, Neil Jeffrey Okun
Samson F. Wennerman Prize in Surgery, William Arthur Kirsch
Hugh M. Wilson Award in Radiology, Edward Sterling Rollins
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COMMISSIONS IN THE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE

The following candidates will be commissioned by Lieutenant Colonel Frederick W. McCoy, Jr., United States Army, Professor of Military Science

UNITED STATES ARMY

Issued by the Secretary of the Army

SECOND LIEUTENANT, REGULAR ARMY

*Eden Leigh Biesel
*Lucy Ann Burger
*Joni Mae Clouse
*Daryl Ralph Hild

Edwin James Kuster, Jr.
*Franklin Joseph Moreno
*Thomas George Reese
*Mark Alexander Telfer

SECOND LIEUTENANT, ARMY RESERVE

Conrad Shawn Kee II
Michael Christopher Matthews
Benita Annette McLarin

Charles Joseph Neighbors
Charles Joseph Szollosy

*Distinguished Military Graduate (Army)

Army commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Graham Chapel at 2:00 p.m., May 18, 1984. In the event of rain, the ceremony will be held at 3:15 p.m. The public is invited.

The following candidates will be commissioned by Colonel Raymond P Massie, Jr., United States Air Force, Detachment 207 Commander.

UNITED STATES AIR FORCE

Issued by the Secretary of the Air Force

SECOND LIEUTENANT, AIR FORCE RESERVE

David Paul Blake
Praful Deshmane
John Michael Gross

Kristina Anne Lynch
Charles Emil Petit
Brent Wilson Reeves

Air Force commissioning ceremony will be conducted in Cupples II, Room 215 at 1:00 p.m. on May 18, 1984. The public is invited.
Presentation Receptions

Immediately following the Commencement Exercises, the deans of the various divisions will be holding a series of receptions when diplomas will be individually distributed. Brunch will be available for members of the graduating class, their families and friends.

THE COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
The area on the north side of Graham Chapel—
in the event of rain, Holmes Lounge

THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF ARTS AND SCIENCES
Women’s Building Lounge

UNIVERSITY COLLEGE
Southeast Terrace of Brookings Hall—
in the event of rain, January Hall, Room 110

THE SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING AND APPLIED SCIENCE
The lawn south of Lopata—
in the event of rain, Lopata Gallery

THE SCHOOL OF ARCHITECTURE
Givens Hall

THE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS AND PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
AND THE GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
Edison Theatre and the Bowles Plaza in Mallinckrodt Center

THE SCHOOL OF FINE ARTS
Steinberg Auditorium

THE GEORGE WARREN BROWN SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
Brown Auditorium and Brown Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF LAW
Graham Chapel and the Seeley G Mudd Informal Lounge

THE SCHOOL OF DENTAL MEDICINE
The Clarion (Stouffer’s Riverfront Towers)

THE PROGRAM IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
Occupational Therapy Building
4567 Scott Avenue

THE HEALTH ADMINISTRATION AND PLANNING PROGRAM
Moore Auditorium on the Medical School Campus

THE SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
The Chase Park Plaza Hotel
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THE ALMA MATER

Dear Alma Mater, Thy name is sweet to me,
Those days of youth which All of us spent with thee

Our hearts are all for thee Fair Washington.
Form a dear history, Fair Washington.

Thy halls shall honored be Throughout this great country
Could they renewed be, We'd live our days with thee

For all eternity, Our Washington.
For all eternity, Our Washington.
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